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Timeline Of New Evidence Concerning Duran Bailey's Time of Death And Kirstin Blaise Lobato's Alibi

July 8, 2001 July 8, 2001

Midnight 3am 6am 9am Noon 3pm 6pm 9pm 10pm

| | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |

Simms, 09-20-2006 (Trial testimony)

Anderson, 12-10-2009

O'Conner, 12-10-2009

Goff, 03-12-10

Larkin, 01-05-2010

Prosecution's Alibi Concession (latest time leaving LV (1)

Prosecution's Alibi Concession (earliest time leaving LV (2)

Lobato's Defense Alibi

Relevant times

1) Duran Bailey's body discovered "around 10 pm" on July 8, 2001 at 4240 W Flamingo Rd, Las Vegas, Nevada.

2) Duran Bailey's body examined at crime scene by Clark County Coroner's Investigator Shelley Pierce-Stauffer at 3:50am on July 9, 2001.

3) Kirstin B. Lobato positively placed in Panaca 170 miles north of Las Vegas by non-relative (and relative) alibi witnesses between 11:30 am on July 8 and 1am on July 9.

4) Kirstin Blaise Lobato positively placed in Panaca 170 miles north of Las Vegas by relative alibi witnesses between 10pm on July 7 and 7:15am on July 8.

5) On July 8, 2001 in Las Vegas it was dark until 4:24am and sunrise was at 5:31am. Sunset was at 8:01pm, dusk was at 8:31pm, and it was dark at 9:08pm.

Prosecution's Concession During Closing Arguments of Kirstin Blaise Lobato's Alibi Of Being In Panaca On July 8, 2001

(1) Prosecution conceeded KB Lobato was positively seen by credible non-relative witnesses in Panaca from 11:30 am until after Bailey's body was discovered that night.

Trial testimony was the fastest driving time from Panaca to Las Vegas'is 2 hours. So the absolute latest time KB Lobato could have been in Las Vegas was 9:30 am.

(2) Prosecution conceeded KB Lobato was positively seen by credible non-relative witnesses in Panaca at 11:30 am  until after Bailey's body was discovered that night, and

that a 10am phone call from the Lobato's Panaca house was probably made by KB Lobato. Trial testimony was the normal driving time from Panaca to Las Vegas is 3 hours.

So the earliest time KB Lobato could have been in Las Vegas was 7 am.

Kirstin Blaise Lobato's Alibi Of Being In Panaca On July 8, 2001

Kirstin B. Lobato's alibi of being in Panaca on the entire day of July 8, 2001 was supported by 11 people who saw or talked with her between 10pm on July 7 until after

Duran Bailey's body was discovered "around 10pm" on July 8, and two neighbors who didn't see her car moved from in front of her Parent's house on the 8th.

Time of death Kirstin Blaise Lobato Alibi

Black Grey Blue

Reasonable Certainty Possible time of death Positively seen in Panaca by non-relatives from 11:30 am to midnight

Earliest Time Latest Time Earliest Time Latest Time

Simms, 09-20-2006 9:50am (7-8) 3:50pm (7-8) 3:50am (7-8) 7:50pm (7-8) Crossed lines

Anderson, 12-10-2009 8:01pm (7-8) 10:15pm (7-8) Positively seen in Panaca by relatives from 1am to 7:15am (7-8)

O’Connor, 02-11-10 8:01pm (7-8) 10:15pm (7-8)

Goff, 03-12-10 8:01pm (7-8) 10:15pm (7-8) Horizontal lines

Larkin, 01-05-2010 8:15pm (7-8) 10:15pm (7-8) Travel time from Las Vegas to Panaca.

Vertical lines

Telephone call at 10am by KB Lobato from parent's Panaca house (7-8)

Reasonable certainty of time of death Possible time of death

Simms, 09-20-2006 Reasonable medical certainty within 12 to 18 hours of exam by CI Pierce-Stauffer Possibly within 8 to 24 hours of exam by CI Pierce-Stauffer

Anderson, 12-10-09 "a reasonable scientific certainty … death occurred after sunset (8.01 pm)"

O’Connor, 02-11-10 estimated postmortem interval is after sunset, which was at 8:01 pm on July 8, 2001.”

Goff, 03-12-10 "a reasonable scientific certainty … death occurred after sunset (8.01 pm)"

Larkin, 01-05-2010 "reasonable medical and scientific certainty that Bailey was killed … more likely than not within two hours before discovery."

Expert Source

Simms, 09-20-2006 Clark County Medical Examiner Lary Simms State v Lobato , No C177394 - Transcript 09-20-2006 (Trial Day 8), VIII-20. 

Anderson, 12-10-09 Forensic entomologist Dr. Gail Anderson Dr. Gail S. Anderson's Report of December 10, 2009

O’Connor, 02-11-10 Forensic Entomologist Dr. Linda-Lou O’Connor Forensic Entomology Investigation Report (of Dr. Linda-Lou O’Connor), February 11, 2010

Goff, 03-12-10 Forensic Entomologist Dr. M. Lee Goff Report of Dr. M. Lee Goff, March 12, 2010

Larkin, 01-05-2010 Forensic pathologist Dr. Glenn Larkin Dr. Glenn M. Larkin's "Affidavit for Petitioner," January 5, 2010
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Improper Prosecution Closing And Rebuttal Arguments 

15

 “Well -- and then his pants are down around his ankles, and the blood stops after she gets down 
to the point” 
(9 App. 1742; Trans. XIX 196 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates two facts not in evidence. Bailey’s pants were not around his ankles, and blood was on 
the waistband of his pants.  
 
 “How else do you smell that unless you’re right next to the person”? 
(9 App. 1742; Trans. XIX 196 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence. No expert testified how close you must be to a person to smell them. 
 
 “She says in her statement the man’s towering over me. Well, if she’s on her knees he would be 
towering over her”. 
(9 App. 1742; Trans. XIX 197 (10-5-06)) 
States two facts not in evidence. Blaise said in her statement that she was knocked to the ground 
and her attacker was on top of her. Blaise does not state in her statement that her attacker was 
“towering over me,” or that she was on her knees at any time. 
 
 “You know, no one is gonna do this to me. No one” 
(9 App. 1742; Trans. XIX 197 (10-5-06)) 
Two statements of facts not in evidence. There is nothing in Blaise’s statement or testimony that 
says this and no expert or witness testified to this. 
  
 “It’s happened to me before, that’s why I have a knife.” 
(9 App. 1742; Trans. XIX 197 (10-5-06)) 
Two statements of facts not in evidence. There is nothing in Blaise’s statement or testimony that 
Blaise had ever “before” been bum rushed in a parking lot by a man who smelled like dirty 
diapers. There is nothing in her statement that says she had ever “before” willingly entered a 
trash enclosure with a man for any purpose. There is nothing that says that this has happened to 
her before. The testimony was the knife was given to her as a present by her father. 
 
 “She walked away and she looked back and saw him crying. Well, you know what’s interesting 
about that, is she wasn’t concerned about anything but her car because she went back and killed 
him. She got her bat and she went back in there.” 
(9 App. 1742; Trans. XIX 197 (10-5-06)) 
Five statements of facts not in evidence and one statement that conflicts with the evidence. There 
is no testimony by anyone that the Blaise “went back” “killed him” ‘got her bat” or that she 
“went back in there”. The prosecution is misleading the jury by falsely claiming that Dixie or 
anyone else testified to these things. These statements are not in Dixie’s statement. There was no 
testimony by Dixie or by a psychology expert that Blaise wasn’t concerned about anything but 
her car. This argument conflicts with the testimony that the trash enclosure was cross-ways 
across the trash enclosure’s opening and that a person could only get in by going around the 
narrow opening on the north side. It would not have been possible for a person outside the dark 
trash enclosure to look inside it and see Bailey. 
 
 “He never said that. He said that it was consistent with getting hit in the mouth that a bat would 
bust your teeth out”. 
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(9 App. 1742; Trans. XIX 197 (10-5-06)) 
Two misstatements of the facts in evidence. Simms never said “consistent with” or ‘teeth out”. 
 
 “she goes back -- and this is where you get to the first degree murder. She had that opportunity 
to leave, she had that opportunity to go for help, and she didn’t exercise that opportunity. She 
went back ‘cause no one’s gonna do this to her, no one.”  
(9 App. 1743; Trans. XIX 198 (10-5-06)) 
Four statements of facts not in evidence. There is no evidence or testimony that Blaise went back 
once she escaped her attacker. There is no testimony that Blaise ever said ‘no one is going to do 
this to her. There is no expert psychology testimony about what her frame of mind was. There is 
only her statement and the testimony of Dixie and others that she immediately left in her car after 
getting away from her attacker. 
 
 
“And she went back and smacked him in the mouth with the bat where his teeth busted out, he 
fell back and he hit his head on that curb, and that’s consistent with busting his skull.” 
(9 App. 1743; Trans. XIX 198 (10-5-06)) 
Two misstatements of the facts in evidence and four statements of facts not in evidences. Simms 
testimony Page (VII-132 and 133) says that he would expect a crush kind of injury if the teeth 
had been knocked out by a bat. Simms also testified that the skull fracture happened 
approximately 2 hours prior to death. Simms never testified that Bailey’s skull was busted, it was 
“fractured”. The prosecution’s theory is physically impossible because the crime scene notes and 
testimony of CSA Louise Renhard from Blaise’s first trial, and the photographic evidence of the 
trash enclosure show Bailey’s teeth were found in the southwest corner immediately to the west 
(closest to the outside wall) of where the blood from his carotid artery (neck) wound is 
concentrated. 
 
 “then, ladies and gentlemen, she cuts his penis off and she cuts into his rectum, because no one’s 
gonna do that “ 
(9 App. 1743; Trans. XIX 198 (10-5-06)) 
Three statements of facts not in evidence. There is no testimony or evidence presented at trial 
that Blaise cut off Bailey’s penis. There is no testimony or evidence presented at trial that Blaise 
cut into Bailey’s rectum. There is no testimony, and no expert psychological testimony that she 
said or thought “no one’s gonna do that”. 
 
 “She’s not gonna accept that.” 
(9 App. 1743; Trans. XIX 199 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence. There is no testimony that Blaise said that, and there were no expert 
psychological testimony concerning this. 
 
 “So what happens? An alibi starts getting created about the 21st by her mom.” 
(9 App. 1743; Trans. XIX 199 (10-5-06)) 
States two facts not in evidence, misstates the evidence and improper argument. There is no 
testimony that her mom created an alibi. The argument also attacks the credibility and honesty of 
Blaise’s “mom”- which isn’t true – Becky Lobato is her “stepmother”. 
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And it’s interesting, why does she tell her parents on a recorded statement -- don’t say anything 
because we’re getting recorded, snap at your father, we’re getting recorded -- if she didn’t do 
anything wrong? 
(9 App. 1743; Trans. XIX 199 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence. Standard advice of counsel would be not to talk about the case 
especially on the telephone.  
 
“And it’s interesting, is the only people that came in here and talked about anything happening in 
this area, especially on the 7th, were family members, except for Chris” 
(9 App. 1743; Trans. XIX 199 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the facts in evidence. Michele Austria testified she saw Blaise on the 7th and she 
initialed the defense’s calendar that was in evidence. 
 
 “And if she did exactly what she told Dixie, that all she wanted to do was get cleaned up and get 
the hell back to her dad’s house, that’s exactly what she did. And that puts her right back here on 
the 8th where you see all these people that are seeing her on the 8th coming back. And who’s 
house did she go clean up at? Doug’s?” 
(9 App. 1743; Trans. XIX 200 (10-5-06)) 
States four facts not in evidence. There is nothing in evidence and no testimony at trial that 
Blaise told Dixie that she was in Las Vegas on the 8th, that Blaise told Dixie she was coming 
back from Las Vegas on the 8th, no testimony Blaise told Dixie that she went to Doug’s house on 
the 8th to clean up. There is no testimony presented at trial that anyone saw the Blaise on the 8th 
coming back from Las Vegas. The prosecution is trying to have their cake and eat it too. Either 
Dixie is credible or she isn’t. The prosecution is also putting words in her mouth and using this 
testimony to prove their case even though she did not say these things. 
 
 “They talk about the lack of physical evidence of her at the scene, yet there’s so much evidence 
with regards to what had occurred.” 
(9 App. 1743; Trans. XIX 200 (10-5-06)) 
Conflates and confuses the facts in evidence. There was no evidence of Blaise being at the trash 
enclosure or inflicting Bailey’s 42 separate injuries, but there was evidence Bailey had been 
murdered. Combining the lack of evidence against the Blaise with Bailey’s murder equals zero 
culpability for the Blaise. 
 
 “probably dead,” 
 (9 App. 1743; Trans. XIX 200 (10-5-06)) 
Contrary theory of the crime. Either Blaise knew she killed him as the prosecution argued in 
closing and rebuttal, or she didn’t. Here the prosecution concedes that Blaise knows the man she 
defended herself against is not dead when she left the scene of her attack. 
  
 “knows that she cut a man’s penis off,” 
(9 App. 1743; Trans. XIX 200 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence. There is no statement or testimony presented at trial that says Blaise 
knows she cut a man’s penis off. Dixie testified that the man may not have been injured enough 
to require medical attention. 
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 “I mean she said in her statement she got her car bloody” 
(9 App. 1744; Trans. XIX 202 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence. There is no where in her statement that she says she got her car 
bloody, or used the words blood, bleed, bled, bleeding or bloody anywhere in her statement. No 
witness testified that Blaise said she got in her car bloody. 
 
 “She talked about taking her clothes off in the car because they were bloody” 
(9 App. 1744; Trans. XIX 202 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence. There is no where in her statement that she says her clothes were 
bloody and the words bloody, blood, bled, bleed or bleeding do not appear in her statement, and 
no witness testified that she took her clothes off in her car because they were bloody. 
 
 “Her dad kind of admitted that he wiped the car out.” 
(9 App. 1744; Trans. XIX 202 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence. Larry Lobato never said he “wiped the car out”. His testimony was that 
“we cleaned it out a little bit” (PG 1638 XVIII-31 line 6-19) 
 
 “And she tells Dixie, she’s up there hiding her car, her parents are gonna help her get it cleaned 
or maybe paint it and get rid of it. Dixie wouldn’t tell you that. Dixie kept I didn’t say that, I 
didn’t say that, I didn’t say that. When Laura came in, she said no, that’s what she told me.” 
(9 App. 1744; Trans. XIX 203 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence. Dixie testified that she didn’t say it to Laura, it isn’t in her statement to 
the police, and Blaise never said it in any of her statements to anyone. Laura Johnson testified 
that Dixie told her that Blaise told her these things. 
 
 “Are we just to ignore what’s on these freshly laundered seat covers as the crime scene 
investigator talked about?” 
(9 App. 1744; Trans. XIX 204 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence. Louise Renhard did not testify that they were “freshly laundered”, she 
testified they were clean. (PG 1240 XI-95A line 1-1) 
 
 “And when they bring her back to the jail cell and she talks about the inside of the jail cell 
looking like where this occurred.” 
(9 App. 1744; Trans. XIX 204 (10-5-06)) 
Two misstatements of the evidence. The officer’s report didn’t say she said “looked like” - in the 
officers report by LaRochelle it reads “While at CCDC, Lobato told Detective Thowsen and I 
that the incident occurred in a enclosed area similar to the jail cell, but smaller”. Later added to 
the report were the words ‘did not have covering”. That excluded the trash enclosure from being 
where Blaise was assaulted because on of it’s most distinctive features is the wire mesh 
“covering” that is directly above a persons head in the trash enclosure. (see Exhibit ___ photo of 
trash enclosure) 
 
 “…Budget Suites. Which, you know, the detective did go over there and tried to see whether or 
not -- you know, how do you investigate something that didn’t happen? How do you do that?” 
(9 App. 1744; Trans. XIX 204 (10-5-06)) 
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Misstates evidence and states facts not in evidence. Thowsen testified that he had investigated, 
but was unable to produce any type of report that showed he investigated. The statement that ‘it 
didn’t happen” was in Thowsen’s testimony but this was a conclusion of the detective and was 
not a fact in evidence. There is no evidence it didn’t happen because Thowsen admitted he didn’t 
look for any witnesses. 
 
 “He talks about how he could look out of the inside of something that looked like the inside of 
the jail cell and see the carport next door next to it.” 
(9 App. 1744; Trans. XIX 204 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence. Thowsen did not testify to this. 
 
 “it’s a pretty good imagination that you’re making it up. It fits perfectly in the crime.” 
(9 App. 1744; Trans. XIX 205 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence. Draws a conclusion from inference not fact. 
 
 “You know what’s interesting as well is that what she does say in her statement as we’re talking 
about the past tense, how she talks about I didn’t think anybody would miss him, I don’t -- I 
didn’t think I could put him in -- I didn’t put him in and I don’t think I could have, she’s talking 
about the dumpster.” 
(9 App. 1744; Trans. XIX 205 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence and draws a conclusion from inference not in evidence. Blaise did 
not say in her statement “I didn’t put him in” a dumpster. The attack that Blaise described in her 
statement happened “over a month ago” so she logically and properly referred to it in the past 
tense.  
 
 “Why do you need to say I don’t think I could put him in it if he was alive? If he’s dead, it’d be 
maybe throwing him in the garbage can, just throw him away.” 
(9 App. 1744; Trans. XIX 205 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence. Blaise never said anything about throwing him in the garbage can, 
throwing him away. The prosecutor runs this together as if it were her words. It is preposterous 
to even suggest a 100 pound 18 year old female could have even thought to pick up a man 
weighing almost 140 pounds and life him up 5 feet and ‘throw” him in a dumpster. 
 
 “But you know, when I was on my flutters of the third day of my meth binge, everything went 
black.” 
(9 App. 1744; Trans. XIX 205 (10-5-06)) 
Three misstatements of the evidence. Blaise says in her statement that after using meth for seven 
days and being up for three consecutive days “everything starts to flutter. In a complete different 
part of her Statement she describes that when she got her knife out of her pocket and she was 
trying to cut her attacker’s penis “everything goes black.” 
 
 “She tells Dixie that it was on north of I — I mean west of east of I-15, and she gives hotel 
names of the streets, Flamingo and Tropicana. “ 
(9 App. 1744; Trans. XIX 205 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence. Dixie says in her statement that she does not recall the name of the street 
but that Blaise said a hotel street. Dixie also corrects in her trial testimony that she is not sure if 
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Blaise said west or east, that she could have assumed that because that is where she lived when 
she lived in Las Vegas. 
 
 “about her car being seen. A little red car. You’d have to disregard what Michele says, you’d 
have to disregard what Paul Rusty — Rusty Brown says.” 
(9 App. 1745; Trans. XIX 207 (10-5-06)) 
Two misstatements of the evidence and casting aspersions on the credibility of truthfulness of 
witnesses. There is no testimony from Michele Austria or Rusty Brown that Blaise was hiding 
her car. It is up to the jury to decide the credibility of the witnesses.  
 
 “talking about when the phone calls are going from the mom to Doug’s house or to Doug’s cell, 
and when Doug is returning those calls.” 
(9 App. 1745; Trans. XIX 207 (10-5-06)) 
Two misstatements of the evidence. There is no testimony that those calls were made by Becky 
(mom), and that Doug was “returning” her calls. 
 
And then at a point in time when they know where she’s at, when she’s in Las Vegas, there’s no 
phone calls going on anymore. 
(9 App. 1745; Trans. XIX 207 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence. There were phone calls regularly from Doug to Panaca from July 3rd to 
July 8th. 
 
 “And you don’t see Doug really picking up on the phone calls again until after about 9 o’clock 
in the morning on the 8 th.” 
(9 App. 1745; Trans. XIX 207 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence. Doug called Panaca 4 times on the 7th and 3 times on the 8th 
 
 “The doc says that it’s more reasonable -- I mean it’s more probable that it happened in the 24 
hour span.” 
(9 App. 1745; Trans. XIX 207 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence. Simms did not testify it was more probable. He testified to a high degree 
of probability Bailey died within 8-24 hours of being examined by Shelley Pierce-Stauffer, but to 
reasonable medical certainty 12-18 hours. (VII-20-21 9/20/06) 
 
 “And it’s interesting that the defense is arguing that that’s where we want it to be, when often 
times you find bodies in that interval and they want the doctors to spread it out to the outside of 
that time frame.” 
(9 App. 1745; Trans. XIX 208 (10-5-06)) 
States multiple facts not in evidence. There is no testimony regarding this rambling argument. 
Only one doctor, Simms testified about Bailey’s time of death – not doctors. 
 
 “And part of that tells us that we want people that are -- have a stake in the community, people 
that have been around, people that care what happens in their community, people that care what 
the prosecutions are doing or what the defendants are doing.” 
(9 App. 1745; Trans. XIX 208 (10-5-06)) 
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Improper argument for the prosecutor to vest the jury with the duty to find the defendant guilty 
because they care what happens in their community.  
 
 “And I ask you, using your commonsense, is it reasonable to believe that we have a pure 
coincidence here? Is that reasonable to believe? And that’s that step you have to get over as to 
reasonable doubt.” 
(9 App. 1745; Trans. XIX 208 (10-5-06)) 
Improper argument about what constitutes explanation of reasonable doubt and does not conform 
to what is in the jury instruction. The prosecution is arguing that if the jury decides the single 
fact of Bailey’s penis amputation and Blaise trying to cut her would be rapists penis is too 
coincidental, they should find her guilty – to the exclusion of all other evidence. 
 
 “that’s because you, the jury, are the ones that make the reasonable inference and draw those 
inferences to determine the guilt or innocence of the defendant. You do that. You make that 
decision” 
(9 App. 1745; Trans. XIX 209 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the role of the jury. The jury can decide based on the evidence and reasonable 
inference they draw from it, but not decide based on the prosecution’s speculations and 
inferences drawn from their speculation. 
 
 “Is that something that you’re really gonna pick up from that statement? I suggest that you 
won’t.” 
(9 App. 1745; Trans. XIX 209 (10-5-06)) 
States his personal opinion about the weight to be given evidence, and instructs the jury he 
would disregard the evidence in her statement 
 
In this case, ladies and gentlemen, there’s nothing to support a self defense. And the reason why, 
as I explained earlier, is because there was a cooling down period. There was a point in time 
where the defendant had to make a choice as to whether or not to walk away from what she 
started or to finish it. She decided to finish it because she was gonna be identified. 
(9 App. 1745; Trans. XIX 209 (10-5-06)) 
States at least seven facts not in evidence. None of the above statements has any basis in fact or 
testimony. There was no testimony or evidence presented to support this scenario. 
 
 “It went to a point where there was a directed wound to the carotid artery. There was a blunt 
force trauma to the head that knocks him down. Directed wound to the liver area.” 
(9 App. 1746; Trans. XIX 210 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence and conflicting theory of crime. Simms testified that the blunt force 
trauma to the back of Bailey’s skull happened approx 2 hours prior to death. There was no 
testimony that Blaise had medical training or advanced anatomy classes or even knew where the 
liver or the carotid artery is. This argument conflicts with DiGiacomo’s closing argument that 
Blaise knocked him down by punching him in the face, and then stabbing his neck. 
 
 “But then there’s arguments talking about at a point where she has an opportunity to abandon 
that and didn’t do that.” 
(9 App. 1746; Trans. XIX 210 (10-5-06)) 
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Improper Prosecution Closing And Rebuttal Arguments 

22

Misstates the role of the jury and misstates law regarding what constitutes proof of a defendant’s 
guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.  Improper for jury to consider prosecution arguments as 
“evidence” upon which to base their verdict. 
 
“I mean there’s certainly evidence that she’s guilty of sexual penetration of a dead human body 
by the injury to his rectum.” 
(9 App. 1746; Trans. XIX 211 (10-5-06)) 
Improper argument, states his opinion as fact, usurps the fact finding role of the jury and 
misstates what constitutes proof of guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. It is the jury’s job to 
determine the facts and it is not proper for prosecutor to voice his opinion as the only conclusion 
the jury could come to. The injury to Bailey’s rectum is not the only element the prosecution 
must prove by evidence beyond a reasonable doubt. 
 
 “And you heard to McCroskeys talk about how they -- they may not even have been there. But 
they do know when they were there and they saw the car that it hadn’t been moved. And that’s 
highly consistent with her coming up there after the --after the 8th , ‘cause they were gone 
potentially the 4th of July where they drive to Fallon, Nevada and stay for just a couple days. 
They go there for a period of time and spend time with their family.” 
(9 App. 1746; Trans. XIX 212 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence. The McCrosky’s testified that they were home the 6th 7th, and 8th, and 
saw Blaise’s car in front of her parents’ house, and they didn’t see it moved during that period of 
time. 
 
 “when she killed Duran Bailey. When she was the meth addict, when she was the knife toting 
individual” 
(9 App. 1746; Trans. XIX 213 (10-5-06)) 
States opinion as fact, misstates the evidence. There is no evidence she killed Duran Bailey. 
There was no evidence presented and no expert testimony that she was a “meth addict”. There 
was testimony that Blaise was known for toting a knife for a long time, not just during the time 
frame when Duran Bailey was killed. Witnesses living in Panaca testified it was common for 
women to carry a knife. 
 
 “when she’s the one that would do anything for methamphetamine.” 
(9 App. 1746; Trans. XIX 213 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence. There is no testimony or evidence presented at trial regarding this. 
 
 “We’re here because of what she did in July of 2001, what she did to Duran Bailey.” 
(9 App. 1746; Trans. XIX 213 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence. There is no testimony regarding this. There is no testimony or 
evidence presented at trial that Blaise did anything to Duran Bailey. 
 
 “now, and it’s time for you to mark it as I did, guilty of first degree murder with the use of a 
deadly weapon, and guilty of sexual penetration of a dead human body.” 
(9 App. 1746; Trans. XIX 213 (10-5-06)) 
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Improper Prosecution Closing And Rebuttal Arguments 

23

Improper argument states the prosecutor’s personal opinion and misstates the role of the 
prosecutor. Kephart states that he personally found Blaise guilty and that the jurors should find 
her guilty as he personally did. 
 
 “Look and see if there’s any stab wounds to the pants.” 
(9 App. 1747; Trans. XIX 214 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates evidence and States facts not in evidence. There was no testimony that there were “stab 
wounds to the pants”. Blaise said in her statement that her attacker’s penis was exposed.  
 
 “She said it was on West Tropicana or Flamingo. Corroborated. “ 
(9 App. 1747; Trans. XIX 214 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence. Blaise specifically states in her statement that she was assaulted at the 
Budget Suites on Boulder Highway which is on the East side of Las Vegas. 
 
 “She said it was near a dumpster. Corroborated.” 
(9 App. 1747; Trans. XIX 214 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence and her statement. Blaise specifically states in her statement that she was 
assaulted in the parking lot at the Budget Suites on Boulder Highway and that there was a 
dumpster not too far away. 
 
 
“She said she couldn’t put him in the dumpster. Corroborated.” 
(9 App. 1747; Trans. XIX 214 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence. Blaise said in her statement “I don’t think I could have”. Blaise was an 
18 year old female, about 100 pounds and she described her attacker as “huge”. She could not 
have lifted a huge man up 4 feet under any circumstances. 
 
 “Said that she was bloody and got in her car, Corroborated.” 
(9 App. 1747; Trans. XIX 214 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence. There is no testimony during the trial that Blaise got any blood on 
her when she was assaulted. In her statement she doesn’t mention the words blood, bloody, 
bleed, bled or bleeding a single time. 
 
 ‘Said she wanted to leave and get back — her car back to her dad’s house. Corroborated.” 
(9 App. 1747; Trans. XIX 214 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence and two misstatements of the evidence. There was no evidence that 
she wanted to get her car back to her dad’s house. The evidence from her statement was she 
drove her car to her ex-boyfriend Jeremy Davis’ house and left her car for some days. Jeremy 
Davis’ testimony corroborated that she left her car at his house for several days around Memorial 
Day 2001. 
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THE STATE OF NEVADA, 
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District Court No. C 177394 
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IN THE EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
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INST FILED IN OPEN COURT 
OCT 01 NO6 	.5.,;z2e) 

SHIRLEY 	RRAGUIR 

 

DISTRICT COURT 
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

THE STATE OF NEVADA, 

Plaintiff, CASE NO: C177394 

-vs- 	 DEPT NO: II 

KIRSTIN BLAISE LOBATO, 

Defendant. 

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE JURY (INSTRUCTION NO. I) 

MEMBERS OF THE JURY: 

It is now my duty as judge to instruct you in the law that applies to this case. It is 

your duty as jurors to follow these instructions and to apply the rules of law to the facts as 

you find them from the evidence. 

You must not be concerned with the wisdom of any rule of law stated in these 

instructions. Regardless of any opinion you may have as to what the law ought to be, it 

would be a violation of your oath to base a verdict upon any other view of the law than that 

given in the instructions of the Court. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 

A person who commits a sexual penetration on the dead body of a human being is 

guilty of Sexual Penetration of a Dead Human Body. 

"Sexual penetration" is defined as any intrusion, however slight, of any part of a 

person's body or any object manipulated or inserted by a person into the genital or anal 

openings of the body of another, 
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DISTRICT COURT 
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

THE STATE OF NEVADA, 

Plaintiff, CASE NO: C177394 

-vs- 	 DEPT NO: II 

KIRSTIN BLAISE LOBATO, 

Defendant. 

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE JURY (INSTRUCTION NO. I) 

MEMBERS OF THE JURY: 

It is now my duty as judge to instruct you in the law that applies to this case. It is 

your duty as jurors to follow these instructions and to apply the rules of law to the facts as 

you find them from the evidence. 

You must not be concerned with the wisdom of any rule of law stated in these 

instructions. Regardless of any opinion you may have as to what the law ought to be, it 

would be a violation of your oath to base a verdict upon any other view of the law than that 

given in the instructions of the Court. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 

The flight of a person immediately after the commission of a crime, or after she is 

accused of a crime, is not sufficient in itself to establish her guilt, but is a fact which, if 

proved, may be considered by you in light of all other proved facts in deciding the question 

of her guilt or innocence. Whether or not evidence of flight shows a consciousness of guilt 

and the significance to be attached to such a circumstance are matters for your deliberation. 
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DISTRICT COURT 
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

THE STATE OF NEVADA, 

Plaintiff, CASE NO: C177394 

-vs- 	 DEPT NO: II 

KIRSTIN BLAISE LOBATO, 

Defendant. 

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE JURY (INSTRUCTION NO. I) 

MEMBERS OF THE JURY: 

It is now my duty as judge to instruct you in the law that applies to this case. It is 

your duty as jurors to follow these instructions and to apply the rules of law to the facts as 

you find them from the evidence. 

You must not be concerned with the wisdom of any rule of law stated in these 

instructions. Regardless of any opinion you may have as to what the law ought to be, it 

would be a violation of your oath to base a verdict upon any other view of the law than that 

given in the instructions of the Court. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 31 

   

 

The Defendant is presumed innocent until the contrary is proved. This presumption 

places upon the State the burden of proving beyond a reasonable doubt every material 

element of the crime charged and that the Defendant is the person who committed the 

offense. 

A reasonable doubt is one based on reason. It is not mere possible doubt but is such a 

doubt as would govern or control a person in the more weighty affairs of life. If the minds of 

the jurors, after the entire comparison and consideration of all the evidence, are in such a 

condition that they can say they feel an abiding conviction of the truth of the charge, there is 

not a reasonable doubt. Doubt to be reasonable must be actual, not mere possibility or 

speculation. 

If you have a reasonable doubt as to the guilt of the Defendant, she is entitled to a 

verdict of not guilty. 
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DISTRICT COURT 
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

THE STATE OF NEVADA, 

Plaintiff, CASE NO: C177394 

-vs- 	 DEPT NO: II 

KIRSTIN BLAISE LOBATO, 

Defendant. 

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE JURY (INSTRUCTION NO. I) 

MEMBERS OF THE JURY: 

It is now my duty as judge to instruct you in the law that applies to this case. It is 

your duty as jurors to follow these instructions and to apply the rules of law to the facts as 

you find them from the evidence. 

You must not be concerned with the wisdom of any rule of law stated in these 

instructions. Regardless of any opinion you may have as to what the law ought to be, it 

would be a violation of your oath to base a verdict upon any other view of the law than that 

given in the instructions of the Court. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. _33 
2 
	

You are here to determine the guilt or innocence of the Defendant from the evidence 

3 
	

in the case. You are not called upon to return a verdict as to the guilt or innocence of any 

4 	other person. So, if the evidence in the case convinces you beyond a reasonable doubt of the 

5 guilt of the Defendant, you should so find, even though you may believe one or more 

6 
	

persons are also guilty. 
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Ninth Circuit Model Criminal Jury Instructions (02-08-2010) 

 

3.5 REASONABLE DOUBT—DEFINED 

 

Proof beyond a reasonable doubt is proof that leaves you firmly convinced that the 

defendant is guilty.  It is not required that the government prove guilt beyond all possible doubt. 

 

A reasonable doubt is a doubt based upon reason and common sense and is not based 

purely on speculation.  It may arise from a careful and impartial consideration of all the 

evidence, or from lack of evidence. 

 

If after a careful and impartial consideration of all the evidence, you are not convinced 

beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant is guilty, it is your duty to find the defendant not 

guilty.  On the other hand, if after a careful and impartial consideration of all the evidence, you 

are convinced beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant is guilty, it is your duty to find the 

defendant guilty.  

 

Comment 

 

The Committee strongly recommends that the jury be provided with a definition of 

reasonable doubt. 

 

The Ninth Circuit has expressly approved a reasonable doubt instruction that informs the 

jury that the jury must be "firmly convinced" of the defendant's guilt.  United States v. Velasquez, 

980 F.2d 1275, 1278 (9th Cir. 1992).  

 

In Victor v. Nebraska, 511 U.S. 1, 5 (1994), the Court held that any reasonable doubt 

instruction must (1) convey to the jury that it must consider only the evidence, and (2) properly 

state the government's burden of proof.  See also Lisenbee v. Henry, 166 F.3d 997, 999 (9th Cir. 

1999), cert.denied, 120 S. Ct. 82 (1999).  

 

Earlier model instructions instructed the jury to find the defendant guilty only if "you find 

the evidence so convincing that an ordinary person would be willing to make the most important 

decisions in his or her own life on the basis of such evidence."  NINTH CIRCUIT MANUAL OF 

MODEL JURY INSTRUCTIONS 3.04 (1984); NINTH CIRCUIT MANUAL OF MODEL JURY INSTRUCTIONS 

3.04 (1985).  The Committee rejected this analogy because the most important decisions in life—

choosing a spouse, buying a house, borrowing money, and the like—may involve a heavy 

element of uncertainty and risk-taking and are wholly unlike the decisions jurors ought to make 

in criminal cases. See United States v. Ramirez, 136 F.3d 1209, 1213-14 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 

119 S. Ct. 415 (1998). 
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Page 20

Physical landmarks identified by Blaise in her statement as being near the Budget Suites attack on her

Blaise’s statement did not have any reference to any landmark
near the scene of Duran Bailey’s murder

Physical landmarks near the scene of Duran Bailey’s murder
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Nationally known private investigator Martin Yant wrote in Presumed Guilty: when
innocent people are wrongly convicted, that a wrongful conviction is often the result of a

bungled police investigation worthy of the Keystone Cops.

If only 18-year-old Kirstin Blaise Lobato could have been so lucky. The Las Vegas
Metropolitan Police Department didn’t bother with conducting any investigation before
arresting and charging her with the murder of a homeless man in Las Vegas on July 8, 2001.

The murder of 44-year-old Duran Bailey was unusually vicious. He defended himself from
a brutal beating and multiple stabbing wounds before dying, and afterwards his penis was
amputated. The murder scene was very bloody because he lost about half-a-gallon of blood.

A prime suspect was identified before Bailey’s body was moved from where he lived in the
trash enclosure in a bank’s parking lot. Yet the two homicide detectives assigned to Bailey’s
murder did not even attempt to obtain a statement from the suspect, they did not attempt to
question several men identified as possible accomplices, and they made no effort to get
warrants to search their respective apartments for evidence, such as the murder weapon or
bloody clothes or shoes.

Instead of following solid leads to solve Bailey’s murder the detectives did nothing until receiving a phone call twelve days later
from a woman in Lincoln County, Nevada, 170 miles north of Las Vegas. The woman provided one of the detectives with the
third-hand gossip that she was told by a teacher friend of hers that a former student told the teacher that she had cut a man’s penis
during an attempted rape in Las Vegas. The woman told the detective the former student was 18-year-old Kirstin Blaise Lobato.
Based on that gossip, the detective immediately determined the young woman was guilty of Bailey’s murder and within hours left
Las Vegas with two colleagues to make the 340 mile round-trip to arrest her for first-degree murder with a deadly weapon, and to
have her car towed to Las Vegas for forensic examination for evidence.

So began the saga of how third-hand gossip led to the intertwining of Kirstin Blaise Lobato’s life with Duran Bailey’s death. That
saga is worth writing about, and reading about, because there is no more evidence today that she murdered Bailey than there was at
the time of her arrest on July 20, 2001. There is no physical, forensic or eyewitness evidence tying either her, her car, or any item
of hers to the crime scene. DNA tests of crime scene evidence excludes her, and her fingerprints don’t match those recovered from
the crime scene. In addition, her shoe size is 3 sizes smaller than the bloody shoeprints leading away from Bailey’s body, and her
car’s tire treads don’t match the tire tracks found at the crime scene. Furthermore, there is no evidence of any kind that she had ever
met Bailey, that she knew who he was, or that she knew where he lived. That lack of incriminating evidence is consistent with the
fact that no person places either her or her car in Las Vegas from six days before Bailey’s murder until a day afterwards, while more
than a dozen eyewitnesses, phone records, and medical records establish that during that time she was in Lincoln County, where
she was living at her parent’s home in Panaca. Additionally, she gave a statement to the detectives on July 20 before she knew she
was under arrest, which does not even suggest that she had anything to do with Bailey’s very peculiar murder.

The simple fact of the matter is that there was more evidence that the men and women executed for witchcraft in Salem,
Massachusetts in 1692 were guilty, than there is that Kirstin Blaise Lobato murdered Duran Bailey. Why? Because those accused
witches were present at the scene of their alleged sorcery — not 170 miles away. Yet we know that the people found guilty in Salem
were all innocent. Some skeptics, however, may claim there is the possibility they really were witches but it just can’t be proven. So
it is with Kirstin Blaise Lobato. In spite of all the evidence pointing to her actual and factual innocence, from the time of her arrest
her prosecution has been based on the argument that it is somehow possible she murdered Bailey,
and that supposition alone is enough for her to be found guilty. And indeed, with the aid of a
judge who is a former Clark County, Nevada prosecutor, the prosecution’s argument that it is
possible she is guilty has been sufficient for two juries to convict her. In her case many centuries
of legal tradition intended to protect the innocent from being falsely convicted has been casually
disregarded, and the possibility of guilt has replaced proof beyond a reasonable doubt.

Kirstin Blaise Lobato as a
high school senior in 2000

$15

Kirstin Blaise Lobato’s
Unreasonable Conviction
Possibility Of Guilt Replaces Proof Beyond A Reasonable Doubt
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Page 17

Table 1
26 Significant Differences Between Bailey’s Death and Blaise’s Statement Known to the

LVMPD at the Time of Her Arrest on July 20, 2001 59

Difference Bailey Blaise

Date Bailey was murdered on July 8, 2001. Blaise specifically described the attack occurred “over a
month ago,” from the date of the July 20 interrogation –
or prior to June 20. 60 Other details she and Jeremy
Davis provided pinpoint it to on or about May 25, 2001.

Location Bailey’s murder occurred on the west side
of Las Vegas – on West Flamingo Road
several blocks west of the Vegas strip that
demarcates east and west Las Vegas.

Blaise described a rape attempt that occurred on the far
east side of Las Vegas on East Boulder Hwy. near the
intersection of East Boulder Hwy and S. Nellis Blvd.
(Eight miles east of Bailey’s murder.) Consistent with
that location is Blaise said she immediately went to her
friend Jeremy Davis’ house and cleaned herself up.
Davis’ house is about 1 mile from the Budget Suites
Hotel, and about 8 miles southeast of the Nevada State
Bank. Boulder Highway was mentioned five times in
Blaise’s statement, and Flamingo Road was never
mentioned.

Place Bailey was murdered inside of the trash
enclosure for a Nevada State Bank.

Blaise described being assaulted in the parking lot of a
Budget Suites Hotel.

Geography There was no shopping center across the
street from where Bailey was murdered,
there was no fountain visible from the
Bank’s parking lot, and there was no Sam’s
Town casino nearby.

Blaise provided specific details about the area around
where she was assaulted, including the shopping center
across the street, the Budget Suites’ fountain, and that
it was near Sam’s Town casino.

Physique Bailey was 5′-10″ and weighed 133 lbs. (at 
time of autopsy). (Bailey lost approximately
40% of his blood (two quarts), which would
have weighed approx. 4 lbs. So his pre-
death weight was about 137 lbs.) 61

The 5′-6″ Blaise described her assailant as “really big,” 
and “he seemed like a giant compared to me” when she
was standing next to him before he threw her on the
ground. (Consistent with her initial description, Blaise’s
assailant was later described as over 6′ and 200 lbs.62)

Attack Bailey’s head was hit, his face was
pummeled, his neck and face were stabbed,
his stomach was stabbed, and after dying his
abdomen was repeatedly stabbed, his penis
was severed at its base, and his rectum was
cut with an unidentified sharp object.

Blaise described trying a single time to cut at her
attacker’s exposed penis with a pocket butterfly knife
when she was on her back and he was above her. After
that she was able to escape and she heard him “crying”
(She later said the knife was given to her by her father
for self-defense.)

Injuries Bailey’s Autopsy Report lists 31 separate
external injuries – including his post-
mortem penis amputation.

Blaise described trying a single time to cut at her
attacker’s exposed penis with a pocket butterfly knife
when she was on her back and he was above her.

Condition Bailey was dead when his attacker(s) left. Blaise described her attacker as “crying” when she got
away from him.

Circumstances Bailey was killed in an altercation that
occurred entirely in the back of the trash
enclosure.

Blaise described being bum rushed when she got out of
her car in the Budget Suites parking lot. At no time did
she describe that the ensuing struggle occurred inside a
trash enclosure.

Mode of
Attack

Bailey was killed by one or more intruders
who entered the trash enclosure.

Blaise described that she was getting in her car to leave
the Budget Suites Hotel when she was assaulted.

Drugs Bailey had cocaine in his system at the time
of his death, and no methamphetamine was
present.

Blaise described using methamphetamine for a week
before and after being attacked. She did mention
cocaine or the use of cocaine a single time in her
statement. 63 No witness testified she used cocaine.
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Table 1 (Continued)

Difference Bailey Blaise

Striking Bailey’s cause of death was “blunt head
trauma,” according to the autopsy
performed on July 9, 2001, and he had
numerous pummeling type injuries.

Blaise said, “No,” she didn’t remember hitting her
assailant a single time. (Consistent with that is Blaise
had no bruises, cuts, broken bones or any other injuries
to either of her hands.)

Dumpster Bailey was murdered inside of a trash
enclosure directly next to a dumpster.

Blaise described being assaulted in an open “parking
lot” and “there was a dumpster not far from where it
happened.” There are dumpsters at the Budget Suites.

Curb The car that left the tire tracks next to the
trash enclosure drove over a planter median.

Blaise stated she didn’t drive over “anything” when
she drove away.

Body Position Bailey was found face-up. So after his anus
was sliced (based on ME’s testimony) with
him facedown, his body was turned over.

Blaise stated “No,” she didn’t move her assailant at all.

Covered Body Bailey’s groin area was wrapped with
plastic sheeting, his upper body was
covered by a piece of cardboard with
bloody shoeprints imprinted on it, and then
a large quantity of trash was heaped around
and on him.

Blaise stated “No,” she didn’t cover her assailant with
anything, she immediately got in her car and drove
away while he was “crying.”

Unknown
Person Lying
in Enclosure

There was no evidence found at the crime
scene that an unknown person had lain in
Bailey’s blood or anywhere in the trash
enclosure at the time he was killed.

Blaise stated she was lying on her back with her
assailant above her when she attempted to cut his
penis.

Blood Bailey bled at least a half-gallon of blood,
his upper body and shirt were soaked in
blood and there was blood on his pants, and
there was blood on the concrete floor,
cardboard, the block walls, and other items
in the enclosure.

Blaise described herself as lying down as her assailant
knelt on top of her when she tried to cut him, but there is
not a single mention in Blaise’s statement that either
she or her attacker bled, or that she had any blood on
her or her clothes. (Consistent with this, lab tests later
confirmed no blood was founding in her car.)

Cigarettes Three cigarettes were recovered underneath
the plastic that covered Bailey’s groin area.

Blaise made no mention about the smoking of a
cigarette at the scene before or after being attacked.

Beer There was a partially filled can of beer
found near Bailey’s body.

Blaise made no mention about the drinking of beer at
the scene before or after being attacked.

Moving Body Bailey’s upper body was moved about 3′ 
from the left rear corner of the trash
enclosure toward the front of the enclosure.

Blaise stated “No,” she didn’t move her assailant at all.

Turn Body
Over

Bailey’s body was turned over at some point so
his rectum could be cut.

Blaise stated “No,” she didn’t move her assailant at all.

Silver
Fragments

“Silver” coated pliable paper-like fragments
were recovered from Bailey’s rectum during his
autopsy.

Blaise made no mention about inserting anything into
her assailant’s rectum, or that she had any “silver”
substance with her.

Behavior Bailey was known, from the interview with
Diann Parker, to exchange crack cocaine for
sex.

Blaise did not describe exchanging sex for
methamphetamine. (And no evidence has been
presented that she ever did so, or that at any time she
used crack cocaine.)
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Table 1 (Continued)

Difference Bailey Blaise

Hygiene Bailey’s aunt who positively identified his
body, described him as fastidiously clean, and
his shoes were found neatly arranged in an
undisturbed part of the trash enclosure. He
frequented the nearby Nevada State Bank daily,
and no prosecution witness familiar with Bailey
described him as unclean or “smelly.” The
Crime Scene Analysts who processed the crime
scene and the Coroner’s Investigator did not
make any mention in their reports or testimony
that Bailey was “very smelly” or that he emitted
any unusual odor.

Blaise described her assailant as “very smelly, …Like
old alcohol and dirty diapers almost.” 64

Hang Out Bailey was known from interview with
Diann Parker and items found on his body,
to mainly “hang out” at locations on the
westside of Las Vegas.

Blaise described living and spending time with people
on the eastside of Las Vegas.
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Table 2
14 Significant Differences Between Bailey’s Death and Blaise’s Statement Learned by the

LVMPD and the Clark County D.A.’s Office After July 20, 2001
(Due to forensic testing, expert evidence analysis, or a witness interview after Blaise’s arrest.)

Difference Bailey Blaise

Sexual
Component

A prosecution and defense expert agreed that
Bailey’s assault and sexual mutilation had a
distinct homosexual component.

Blaise is a woman and she was alone when assaulted.
Yet, the prosecution has never alleged that anyone other
than Blaise was involved in Bailey’s death.

Object Bailey was murdered by an unknown object that
experts have variously described as possibly
scissors, or a knife able to inflict a nearly 6″ 
wound on Bailey. (ME Simms’ estimate).

The pocket butterfly knife had a 3-1/2″ - 4″ blade, 65 that
Blaise said she used to fend off her attacker.

Shoe Size The shoeprints imprinted in blood leading away
from Bailey’s body were made by a U.S. man’s
size 9 athletic shoe, 66 which equals a woman’s
size 10-1/2.

Blaise wears a woman’s size 7-1/2 that equates to a U.S.
man’s size 6, which is 3 sizes smaller than the bloody
shoeprints. 67 The black high-heel shoes that Blaise said
she was wearing when assaulted tested negative for the
presence of blood on their soles.

Shoe Type The shoeprints imprinted in blood leading away
from Bailey’s body were made by a man’s size 9
athletic shoe. 68

Blaise described wearing “black high heels.” 69 Those
black high heels were seized at the time of Blaise’s arrest.
The heels neither matched the bloody shoeprints, nor did
they have blood on their sole. That Blaise was wearing
high heels is consistent with her statement that when she
was attacked, “I was getting ready to go out.” 70

Bat ME Simms and a defense expert determined it
was not probable that any of Bailey’s injuries
were caused by a baseball bat.

Blaise described keeping a baseball bat in her car for
self-defense, which later tested negative for the presence
of blood or other biological material.

Blood Pool Bailey had numerous bleeding wounds and there
was a pool of blood where his stabbing wounds
were inflicted.

Blaise described herself as lying down as her assailant
knelt on top of her. If he had been profusely bleeding, or
she had been laying in a pool of his blood, she would
have been bathed in his blood and transferred it to
numerous areas of her car, including the exterior driver’s
side door handle, the steering wheel, head rest, floor
board, foot pedals, seat, seat back, etc. Scientific
confirmatory tests were negative for the presence of any
blood on the interior or exterior of her car.

Tire Tracks The tire tread design of the undisturbed tire
tracks near the trash enclosure were identified.

Blaise described driving away from her assailant in her car,
which had a different tread design than the tire tracks found
at the scene of Bailey’s murder. That is consistent with the
numerous people who testified about their personal
observation that Blaise’s car had not been driven from
where it was parked in front of her parents Panaca home
from July 2, 2001, to the time it was seized by the LVMPD
on July 20, 2001.

Drug Use Bailey had cocaine in his system when he died,
but no methamphetamine, and Diann Parker
verified his crack cocaine use.

Blaise only described using methamphetamine and her
use of methamphetamine was later verified by
acquaintances and family members.

Semen Semen was recovered from Bailey’s rectum. Blaise described an attempted sexual assault against her
that did not involve any sexual activity between her
attacker and another man.

Blood
Dripping

Bailey’s blood did not drip vertically from his
wounds in the opinion of two experts – so he
was stabbed while lying down.

Blaise only described stabbing once at her assailant as
he was above her while she was lying on the ground.
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Table 2 (Continued)

Difference Bailey Blaise

Red Hat Bailey always wore a “red hat.” Blaise did not mention her assailant wearing any kind of
hat, and no “red hat” was found during the search of her
car or belongings.

Date
Mismatch

Bailed was killed on July 8, 2001. Blaise said that she was assaulted more than a month before the
July20 interrogation, and that for a week before and a week after
the assault “I was out of mymind on drugs.” 71 She also said that
the attack on her was at the end of being up for “three days”
continuously. 72 Which means that for her to have been assaulted
byBailey, she had been doing meth since July1 and had not had
anysleep since the night of Wednesday, July4. Blaise returned
to Panaca from Las Vegas on July2, 2001. After her arrest,
people who saw her described her as lethargic and sleeping a lot
– including during the Fourth of July gathering of familyand
friends at her parent’s house. On July 5, three days before
Bailey’s death, Blaise’s mom took her to the Caliente Clinic
where a blood sample was drawn at 5:15 p.m. The lab test
showed there was no methamphetamines in her system. 73 The
doctor requested that Blaise provide a 24-hour urine sample,
which was collected byher mom on the morning of the 7th. The
lab test showed she had no methamphetamine in her system.
Blaise’s mom stayed home from work to be with her on the 6th.
On July8, at least eleven people (have testified they) saw Blaise
in Panaca between 12:30 a.m. and midnight (23-1/2 hours), and
none reported (testified) that she either had the appearance of
being under the influence of anydrugs or of having been awake
for days on end. In addition to the negative tests for drugs on the
5th and 7th, not a single witness testified to seeing Blaise use, or
exhibit anysigns of using anydrugs of anykind from the time of
her arrival in Panaca on July2 to the time she left on July9.

Likely Time
of Death

ME Simms testified at Blaise’s August 2001
preliminary hearing that it was “more likely than
not” his death occurred within 12 hours from
when Bailey’s body was discovered – or between
about 10:15 p.m. and 10:15 a.m. on Sunday, July
8. Darkness on July 8 was 9:06 p.m. Thus Simms’
estimate encompassed the daylight hours from
10:15 a.m. to 9:06 p.m., and an hour of darkness.
During Blaise’s retrial Simms testified that to a
“medical certainty” Bailey died between 9:50
a.m. and 3:50 p.m. – all daylight hours.

Blaise described twice in her statement being attacked
when it was dark, “late at night like probably more into
early morning.” 74 Since she said she “was getting ready
to go out,” it could have been from around midnight to 1
a.m., give or take possibly an hour – which would have
been 2 a.m. at the outside. Because it was dark, she
could only describe her assailant as “black,” “big,” and
“smelly.”

Most Remote
Time of Death

Bailey’s
Discovery or
Examination

at Crime
Scene

ME Simms testified at Blaise’s August 2001
preliminaryhearing that it was “more likely than not”
Bailey’s death occurred within 12 hours from when the
first officer arrived at the scene. That was about 10:50
p.m., so Bailey’s most remote time of death was 10:50
a.m. At Blaise’s May2002 trial Simms testified the
earliest time of Bailey’s death was 4:50 a.m., and at her
retrial he testified it was 3:50 a.m., although to a
“medical certainty” it was 9:50 a.m. Dawn on July8
was 4:24 a.m., so Simms’ estimates during the
preliminaryhearing and Blaise’s first trial were Bailey’s
most remote possible time of death was after dawn,
while at Blaise’s retrial it was 34 minutes before dawn.

Blaise described twice in her statement being attacked
when it was dark, “late at night like probably more into
early morning.” 75 Since she said she “was getting ready
to go out,” it could have been from around midnight to 1
a.m., give or take possibly an hour – which would have
been 2 a.m. at the outside.
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Nationally known private investigator Martin Yant wrote in Presumed Guilty: when
innocent people are wrongly convicted, that a wrongful conviction is often the result of a

bungled police investigation worthy of the Keystone Cops.

If only 18-year-old Kirstin Blaise Lobato could have been so lucky. The Las Vegas
Metropolitan Police Department didn’t bother with conducting any investigation before
arresting and charging her with the murder of a homeless man in Las Vegas on July 8, 2001.

The murder of 44-year-old Duran Bailey was unusually vicious. He defended himself from
a brutal beating and multiple stabbing wounds before dying, and afterwards his penis was
amputated. The murder scene was very bloody because he lost about half-a-gallon of blood.

A prime suspect was identified before Bailey’s body was moved from where he lived in the
trash enclosure in a bank’s parking lot. Yet the two homicide detectives assigned to Bailey’s
murder did not even attempt to obtain a statement from the suspect, they did not attempt to
question several men identified as possible accomplices, and they made no effort to get
warrants to search their respective apartments for evidence, such as the murder weapon or
bloody clothes or shoes.

Instead of following solid leads to solve Bailey’s murder the detectives did nothing until receiving a phone call twelve days later
from a woman in Lincoln County, Nevada, 170 miles north of Las Vegas. The woman provided one of the detectives with the
third-hand gossip that she was told by a teacher friend of hers that a former student told the teacher that she had cut a man’s penis
during an attempted rape in Las Vegas. The woman told the detective the former student was 18-year-old Kirstin Blaise Lobato.
Based on that gossip, the detective immediately determined the young woman was guilty of Bailey’s murder and within hours left
Las Vegas with two colleagues to make the 340 mile round-trip to arrest her for first-degree murder with a deadly weapon, and to
have her car towed to Las Vegas for forensic examination for evidence.

So began the saga of how third-hand gossip led to the intertwining of Kirstin Blaise Lobato’s life with Duran Bailey’s death. That
saga is worth writing about, and reading about, because there is no more evidence today that she murdered Bailey than there was at
the time of her arrest on July 20, 2001. There is no physical, forensic or eyewitness evidence tying either her, her car, or any item
of hers to the crime scene. DNA tests of crime scene evidence excludes her, and her fingerprints don’t match those recovered from
the crime scene. In addition, her shoe size is 3 sizes smaller than the bloody shoeprints leading away from Bailey’s body, and her
car’s tire treads don’t match the tire tracks found at the crime scene. Furthermore, there is no evidence of any kind that she had ever
met Bailey, that she knew who he was, or that she knew where he lived. That lack of incriminating evidence is consistent with the
fact that no person places either her or her car in Las Vegas from six days before Bailey’s murder until a day afterwards, while more
than a dozen eyewitnesses, phone records, and medical records establish that during that time she was in Lincoln County, where
she was living at her parent’s home in Panaca. Additionally, she gave a statement to the detectives on July 20 before she knew she
was under arrest, which does not even suggest that she had anything to do with Bailey’s very peculiar murder.

The simple fact of the matter is that there was more evidence that the men and women executed for witchcraft in Salem,
Massachusetts in 1692 were guilty, than there is that Kirstin Blaise Lobato murdered Duran Bailey. Why? Because those accused
witches were present at the scene of their alleged sorcery — not 170 miles away. Yet we know that the people found guilty in Salem
were all innocent. Some skeptics, however, may claim there is the possibility they really were witches but it just can’t be proven. So
it is with Kirstin Blaise Lobato. In spite of all the evidence pointing to her actual and factual innocence, from the time of her arrest
her prosecution has been based on the argument that it is somehow possible she murdered Bailey,
and that supposition alone is enough for her to be found guilty. And indeed, with the aid of a
judge who is a former Clark County, Nevada prosecutor, the prosecution’s argument that it is
possible she is guilty has been sufficient for two juries to convict her. In her case many centuries
of legal tradition intended to protect the innocent from being falsely convicted has been casually
disregarded, and the possibility of guilt has replaced proof beyond a reasonable doubt.

Kirstin Blaise Lobato as a
high school senior in 2000

$15
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Unreasonable Conviction
Possibility Of Guilt Replaces Proof Beyond A Reasonable Doubt
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From: shariatty1@aol.com [mailto:shariatty1@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, October 13, 2005 11:12 PM
To: wbodziak@earthlink.net
Subject: Re: Lobato case

 

I am sending you one copy of everything I have in my file.

The special defender has not yet made a committment for us to retain you so I am working on it.  Our office is in the unique

situation of associating with the special defender's office based on Ms. Lobato's indigency.  Previously their office had agreed to

authorizse all necessary expert witness costs.  I am trying to find another source of funds because I desperately believe we need

you and they have not agreed to make a final committment to this. 

I know time is quickly ticking away and your schedule is busy so I will do my best to get you all of the material and confirm

funding quickly.

Very Truly,

Shari

 

-----Original Message-----

From: Bill Bodziak <wbodziak@earthlink.net>

To: shariatty1@aol.com

Sent: Sun, 9 Oct 2005 17:17:16 -0400

Subject: Lobato case

Shari

 

Attached is my CV and Fee Schedule. I will need a letter requesting my assistance in this case so I will know to whom to address reports, if needed

and to whom to submit the invoice to.

 

Regarding my Document examination, I would like you to re-submit all of the items you have. If the Q1-4 items described in my May 16 report were

copies or faxes and you have the originals (preferred) or 1
st
 generation copies, please submit them. Also, additional known handwriting of KORINDA

MARTIN might enable a more positive conclusion.

 

Regarding my Shoe / Foot examination, report dated 3/27/05, please resubmit all of those items.

 

Regarding the tire impression evidence, it in normally critical to have the "best evidence" so that the maximum amount of detail is able to be used in the

examination.  By 'best evidence" I mean if a photograph was taken, then the negative (or 4000dpi scan of the negative on a CD) is the best evidence.  I

think it would be best to ascertain a list of the tire evidence and call me to further discuss this.

 

Bill Bodziak    

wbodziak@earthlink.net

 

Bodziak Forensics

90 Point Pleasant Drive

Palm Coast, FL 32164

Office 386-437-8170

Cell   904-545-9399
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__________ Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 4686 (20091214) __________

The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus.
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From: shariatty1@aol.com [mailto:shariatty1@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, October 05, 2005 11:06 PM
To: sara@mail.pier5law.com
Subject: Fwd: David Schieck exchange

 

 

 

-----Original Message-----

From: Brent Turvey <bturvey@corpus-delicti.com>

To: Shari Greenberger <shariatty1@aol.com>

Sent: Wed, 5 Oct 2005 20:58:44 -0800

Subject: Re: David Schieck exchange

Shari;
 
After our discussion today regarding the discussion you described with David
Schieck, it would be remiss of me not to recommend the following:
 
1) That you make a declaration or record of some kind so that his sentiments
and underlying philosophy be preserved for appeal, based on IAC, should the
case against your client be lost. Having senior counsel explain that
resources are being unnecessarily burned, and dissuading you from
investigating alibis for the client as well as the physical evidence,
suggests that something else is at work. What that is may not be known, but
preserving this encounter in a permanent fashion for the court is not only
reasonable, but perhaps even obligatory. I say perhaps as I am no lawyer.
 
2) That you may want to review the ethics code for the Nevada State Bar to
make sure that the code of ethics is not in jeopardy.
 
Something's definitely not quite right. The last time something like this
happened on a case I worked, one of the defense attorneys involved was the
hunting buddy of the judge, and was also running for his own judgeship in
another county. Politics happen.
 
I hope that this helps,
 
Brent
Brent E. Turvey, MS
Forensic Solutions, LLC
bturvey@forensic-science.com
http://www.corpus-delicti.com
http://www.forensic-science.com
 
Author of:
Turvey, B. (2002) Criminal Profiling, 2nd Ed., Elsevier Science
http://www.corpus-delicti.com/fs_bookstore/cp/cp_index.html
 
Savino J. & Turvey B. (2004) Rape Investigation Handbook, Elsevier Science
http://www.corpus-delicti.com/fs_bookstore/rih/rih_index.html
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Cardboard Bloody Shoeprints 
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Bailey as found  
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40420014_Rectum Wound 
 
Bailey’s Rectum wound  
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16 

1 excused. 

2 

3 

THE COURT: You can go home if you want. 

MR. JORGENSEN: Can I interrupt if 

4 Dr. Sims shows up? 

5 
	

THE COURT: Absolutely. 

	

6 	 MR. JORGENSEN: Also for the purposes of 

7 preliminary hearing, I believe counsel will 

8 stipulate that the victim was Duran Bailey; is that 

9 correct? 

	

10 	 MR. KOHN: For the purpose of preliminary 

11 hearing. I explained what we're doing. 

	

12 	 (whereupon Larry Sims was duly sworn.) 

	

13 	 THE CLERK: Please be seated. State your 

14 name and spell your last for the record. 

	

15 	 THE WITNESS: Larry Sims, L-A-R-R-Y, 

	

16 	S-I-M-S. 

	

17 	 THE COURT: Have you had testimony 

18 elicited in a preliminary hearing before? 

	

19 	 THE WITNESS: Yes. 

	

20 	 THE COURT: In Clark County? 

	

21 	 THE WITNESS: Yes, a number of times. 

	

22 	 THE COURT: All right. 

23 / / / 

24 / / / 

25 / / / 
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for instance would have killed him. 

it's clear to you every one of the stab 

post mortem; is that right? 

every one of the stab wounds, for 

5 instance, in the rectum was ante-mortem, several 

6 were ante-mortem. The ones I saw on the abdomen, 

7 were post mortem stab wounds. 

	

8 	Q. And your testimony was that the penis was 

9 severed post mortem? 

	

10 	A. It is my opinion that that trauma occurred 

11 post mortem. 

	

12 	Q. Now, you did this autopsy around noon on 

13 July 9th? 

	

14 	A. Correct. 

	

15 	Q. Do you have opinion when this person died? 

	

16 	A. No. And I think the subject was brought up 

17 that wasn't an issue at the time of the case. I 

18 may be able to do some testing and come up with a 

19 broad window, if that's an issue that will serve 

20 the court. I don't have any opinion as of right 

21 now. 

	

22 	Q. Could it have been 48 hours? 

	

23 	A. No, sir. 

	

24 	Q. What window are we talking about? 

	

25 	A. The body wasn't manifesting any significant 

000054 
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1 degree of decomposition, so I would say he had died 

2 a lot closer to the time he was discovered than 

3 not. So it was definitely within 24 hours. And 

4 probably more likely than not some time within 12 

5 hours of when he was discovered. 

6 	Q. You indicated there's some tests you could 

7 have done with the fluid in the eyes; is that 

8 correct? 

	

9 	A. That is correct. 

	

10 	Q. Is that test still available to us? 

	

11 	A. 	Yes, sir. 

	

12 	Q. You indicated also that there was some 

13 silver particles found within the body; is that 

14 correct? 

	

15 	A. 	Yes, sir. 

	

16 	Q. One was taken by the Metropolitan Police 

17 Department? 

	

18 	A. As I recall I didn't note that in my report, 

19 if my memory serves me since it just happened a few 

20 weeks ago, I thought because I remember -- I do 

21 remember drawing their attention and I thought they 

22 did take some of those in evidence and some were 

23 left and would have stayed with the body. 

	

24 	Q. Have you had a chance to review the 

25 toxicology report that is part of the autopsy 
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AFFIDAVIT OF HANS SHERRER 

 

State of Washington ) 

                                  )  SS: 

County of King         ) 

 

I, Hans Sherrer, first duly sworn, depose and say that the foregoing is true and correct to the best 

of my knowledge and belief: 

1) On Friday, September 29, 2006, I was a spectator at the trial of Kirstin Blaise Lobato in 

the courtroom of Judge Valorie Vega on the 16th floor of the Clark County Courthouse in 

Las Vegas, Nevada. 

2) At about 1 p.m. that afternoon the prosecution rested its case in chief and the defense 

began presenting its case. 

3) At about 3:30 p.m., during the trial’s afternoon “stretch” break, I was in the men’s public 

bathroom on the 16th floor. 

4) My attention was drawn to two men in the bathroom, when one referred to “differences of 

opinion.” 

5) The other man responded to the first man’s comment by saying, “Deliberations are going 

to take a long time.” 

6) I noticed that both men were jurors in the Kirstin Lobato trial.  

7) I recognized the man who made the response about “deliberations” was the same juror I 

had observed dozing (or actually sleeping) in the courtroom for about fifteen minutes on the 

afternoon of Tuesday, September 26, 2006, during the testimony out of turn by defense 

witness Dr. Michael Laufer. 

8) In regards to the September 26 incident involving that juror, on the morning of 

Wednesday, September 27, 2006, I informed Clark County Deputy District Attorney William 

Kephart that I had something I wanted to jointly inform the prosecution and defense 

attorneys about, and later that morning I jointly informed them what I had observed the juror 

doing, and showed Mr. Kephart the written note I had made about the incident the preceding 

day at the time of the incident. 

9) Based on the comments of the two jurors on the afternoon of September 29, 2006, I had 

reason to believe that after complete presentation of the prosecution’s case, but after only 

partial presentation of the defense’s case, the jurors were deeply divided in their opinion 

about the impact of the evidence presented as it affected Ms. Lobato’s conviction or 

acquittal. 

10) After Ms. Lobato’s conviction on the afternoon of October 6, 2006, I read an article on 

Court TV’s website about the trial’s outcome, and that story included the analysis by both 

Ms. Lobato’s attorney David Schieck and Deputy DA Kephart that the verdict was a 

“compromise” by jurors divided between wanting to acquit her, and wanting to convict her of 

more than voluntary manslaughter. 
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AFFIDAVIT OF HANS SHERRER 

2 

11) After reading the news reports about the verdict, I knew that the jurors’ conversation 

concerning the differing opinions formed by the jurors that I overhead in the bathroom six 

days before the jury began deliberating accurately reflected that the jurors were sharply 

divided about the case, and that they had resolved being a “hung jury” by settling on what 

both the defense and prosecution attorneys recognize was a compromise verdict. 

12) While attending the trial I witnessed that prior to an adjournment for lunch, a “stretch 

break,” or after a day’s proceedings, Judge Vega admonished the jury with words to the 

effect that jurors were not to talk amongst themselves about the trial or form or express any 

opinion on any subject related to the trial until the case was submitted to them. 

13) On the morning of October 9, 2006, the Monday after the Friday afternoon verdict in Ms. 

Lobato’s case, I called the office of the Clark County Special Public Defender and asked for 

Mr. Schieck, whereupon the woman answering the telephone informed me that he was in 

Carson City, Nevada, and would return the following day. 

14) On Tuesday, October 10, 2006, at about 10 a.m., I called the office of the Clark County 

Special Public Defender and asked for Mr. Schieck, whereupon the woman answering the 

telephone informed me he wasn’t available but I could leave a message on his voice mail. 

15) After being transferred to Mr. Schieck’s voice mail, I left a message that I had 

information concerning juror conduct during Ms. Lobato’s case, and that I would be sending 

him an affidavit. 

 

 

BY: _________________________ 

Hans Sherrer 

 

Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 9th day of November, 2006. 
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       NRS 629.031  “Provider of health care” defined.  Except as otherwise provided by specific 

statute: 

 

      1.  “Provider of health care” means a physician licensed pursuant to chapter 630, 630A or 

633 of NRS, physician assistant, dentist, licensed nurse, dispensing optician, optometrist, 

practitioner of respiratory care, registered physical therapist, podiatric physician, licensed 

psychologist, licensed marriage and family therapist, licensed clinical professional counselor, 

chiropractor, athletic trainer, doctor of Oriental medicine in any form, medical laboratory 

director or technician, pharmacist or a licensed hospital as the employer of any such person. 

 

      2.  For the purposes of NRS 629.051, 629.061 and 629.065, the term includes a facility that 

maintains the health care records of patients. 

 

      (Added to NRS by 1977, 1313; A 1983, 1492; 1987, 2123; 1991, 1126; 1993, 2217; 1995, 

1792; 1997, 679; 2003, 904; 2005, 69; 2007, 3041, 3050) 

 

 

      NRS 629.041  Provider of health care to report persons having certain injuries.  Every 

provider of health care to whom any person comes or is brought for treatment of an injury which 

appears to have been inflicted by means of a firearm or knife, not under accidental 

circumstances, shall promptly report the person’s name, if known, his location and the character 

and extent of the injury to an appropriate law enforcement agency. 

 

      (Added to NRS by 1977, 239) 
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Prosecution Opening Statement Falsehoods 

1

Twenty-nine Prosecution Opening Statement Falsehoods About Evidence That Petitioner’s 
Counsel Knew Would Not Be Introduced During Trial, And That Petitioner’s Counsel 

Should Have Objected To. 
State of Nevada v. Kirstin Blaise Lobato, C177394, District Court Clark County, Nevada 

 
“The doctor will tell you that was sexually motivated.” 
(6 App. 988; Trans. IV-9 (9-14-06)) 
Truth: ME Simms was not noticed by the prosecution as a psychology expert, and he is not a 
psychologist, so he could not provide expert opinion testimony about the motivation of Bailey’s 
murderer. (Simms did not testify that Bailey’s murder was “sexually motivated”) 
 
“And you’ll also hear that in the past he had actually provided drugs to individuals and he 
actually traded sex for drugs.” 
(6 App. 988; Trans. IV-9 (9-14-06)) 
Truth: No scheduled witness provided a statement detailing that Bailey “provided drugs to 
individuals,” so there was testimony expected about that, which the prosecution clearly 
differentiated from trading “sex for drugs.” 
 
 
 “Well, she ended up telling the police that what she believed was either the 11th or the 18th of 
July of 2001.” 
(6 App. 989; Trans. IV-10 (9-14-06)) 
Truth: Dixie Tienken did not state in her statement that “she believed she talked with Petitioner 
on the 11th or the 18th of July of 2001.” 

 
“man, which she describes to Dixie as an old, smelly, black man” 
(6 App. 989; Trans. IV-10 (9-14-06)) 
Truth: Dixie Tienken did not state in her statement that Petitioner told her the man who attacked 
Petitioner was black. 
 
“butterfly knife is, and that she whipped that out of her skirt” 
(6 App. 989; Trans. IV-11 (9-14-06)) 
Truth: The Petitioner did not state in her Statement of July 20, 2001, and no scheduled witness 
provided a statement that Petitioner told them that “she whipped” her butterfly knife “out of her 
skirt.” 
 
“she reached down, grabbed the man’s penis and cut it off.” 
(6 App. 989; Trans. IV-11 (9-14-06)) 
Truth: The Petitioner did not state in her Statement of July 20, 2001, and no scheduled witness 
provided a statement that Petitioner told them that “she reached down, grabbed the man’s penis 
and cut it off.” To the contrary, the Petitioner specifically states in her Statement that her 
attacker threw her to the ground and she was on her back with him above her. 
 
“Dixie says that before she did this, the defendant says that before she cut this man’s penis off is 
the man tried to put it in her mouth.” 
(6 App. 989; Trans. IV-12 (9-14-06)) 
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Truth: Dixie Tienken did not state in her statement that the Petitioner told her the man tried to 
put it in her mouth.  This is not in the Petitioner’s statement or the statement of anyone the 
Petitioner told about the attack. 
 
“She tells Dixie that when she cuts the man’s penis off, Dixie’s words that she said, “She got ick 
on her,” meaning that she got blood on her.” 
(6 App. 989; Trans. IV-12 (9-14-06)) 
Truth: Dixie did not say, nor did she infer that the Petition got blood on her.  She made it 
perfectly clear in her statement that she did not know what the Petitioner was referring to when 
she said “ick” and there was no expert in any field that was scheduled to testify that the 
Petitioner meant blood when she said “ick”. Since the man smelled dirty, he could have been a 
street person whose hands and clothes were covered with grime that rubbed off on her dress and 
the parts of her body that he touched. That would be “ick.” 
 
 
“They tell her that they’re from homicide and they tell her why they’re there.” 
(6 App. 989; Trans. IV-12 (9-14-06)) 
Truth: The detectives do not tell the Petitioner that they are there to investigate a homicide that 
occurred on July 8, 2001 at the Nevada State Bank.  There is no scheduled witness that provided 
any information that the detectives told the Petitioner what crime they were investigating, and in 
fact when the Petitoner stated that the incident that she was speaking to the detectives about 
happened on the other side of Las Vegas at a Budget Suites Hotel “over a month ago,” the 
detectives did not ask any additional questions to clarify when the incident occurred. 
 
“After they show her a picture of the man, she says she was trying to put him out of her mind.” 
(6 App. 989; Trans. IV-13 (9-14-06)) 
Truth: The Petitioner did not make this statement to the police, and there is no scheduled witness 
that provided this information.  The Petitioner stated that “she had put him out of her mind”. 
 
“This looks just like the place or similar to the place that this happened.”” 
(6 App. 990; Trans. IV-14 (9-14-06)) 
Truth: The Petitioner did not make this statement to the police and there is no scheduled witness 
that provided this information.  What the Petitioner told the detectives after her arrest was 
changed during the prosecution’s opening from the word “reminds”, to “looks like.” The 
prosecution’s false characterization has the effect of insinuating to the jury that the Petitioner 
had knowledge of the way the crime scene “looked,” when there is no evidence to support that. 
 
“And she describes, she describes it as the only difference is that she could see out, as she’s 
looking up, and she says, “I could see the parking structure from inside.””\ (6 App. 990; Trans. 
IV-14 (9-14-06)) 
Truth: The Petitioner did not make this statement to the police and there is no scheduled witness 
that provided this information. The words “parking structure” do not appear in the Petitioners 
statement, or in the record of what she told the detectives after her arrest. And there is no 
“parking structure” at the Nevada State Bank where Bailey was murdered. A common feature of 
both locations, as at locations all over Las Vegas, but that isn’t what the prosecution said it 
would prove, is they had carports for some parking spaces. This statement is again an 
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insinuation to the jury that the Petitioner described the crime scene where Duran Bailey was 
murdered and there was no scheduled witness that would provide any information that the 
Petitioner had ever been to the crime scene or knew what it looked like. There is no record of 
this in the arrest report written hours after the Petitioner is alleged to have said this. 
   
“she threw away the knife,” 
(6 App. 990; Trans. IV-14 (9-14-06)) 
Truth: The Petitioner did not say in her statement of July 20, 2001, that “she threw away the 
knife,” and Steve Pyszkowski was a scheduled witness and he stated in his Statement that he saw 
her knife when she was living at his house in June 2001. 
 
“told Dixie that she was concerned that somebody would have seen her red Fiero.” 
(6 App. 990; Trans. IV-15 (9-14-06)) 
Truth: Dixie did not state this in her statement. Laura Johnson who did not speak with the 
Petitioner, said this in her statement that Dixie said the Petitioner said this. 
 
“Now Laura will tell you Dixie told her that the defendant told Dixie that she went back to 
Panaca because she needed to hide her car, needed to hide out, and there’s a possibility her 
parents would even help her get it painted.” 
(6 App. 990; Trans. IV-15 (9-14-06)) 
Truth: Laura Johnson’s statement on July 20, 2001 does not state that the defendant told Dixie 
this. Johnson’s statements regarding the car were what she said Dixie told her. 
 
“You’re gonna hear testimony from the medical examiner about the extent of the injuries that 
Mr. Bailey received and to the degree of the injury that would be consistent with the use of that 
bat.” 
(6 App. 990; Trans. IV-15 (9-14-06)) 
Truth: There was no expected testimony from ME Lary Simms, based on his testimony at the 
preliminary hearing and at the first trial, that any of Bailey’s injuries were “consistent with the 
use of that bat.” – that is, the Petitioner’s bat. 
 
“she tells the police on the taped statement, that it happened on the 20th of July, that it happened 
a couple of weeks ago in Las Vegas.” 
(6 App. 990; Trans. IV-16 (9-14-06)) 
Truth: The Petitioner does not state in her statement of July 20, 2001 that “it happened on the 
20th of July,” or that “it happened a couple of weeks ago in Vegas.” The petitioner specifically 
states that ‘this was already over a month ago” that the attack had occurred, and she had talked 
with a woman who may have been attacked by the same man. 
 
And she said, “There is one near but I didn’t put him in it. I don’t think I could have.” 
(6 App. 990; Trans. IV-16 (9-14-06)) 
Truth: The Petitioner does not state this in her statement of July 20, 2001, and no scheduled 
witness provides this information. Reference to a dumpster in her statement is brought up by the 
police detective, not the Petitioner. 
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“You’re gonna hear from her friends that tell you that whenever they were together she would 
bring methamphetamine to the table.” 
(6 App. 990; Trans. IV-16 (9-14-06)) 
Truth: No scheduled witness says this in their statemen. 
 
“And they’d also tell you that she would do anything she could do to get her hands on 
methamphetamine.” 
(6 App. 990; Trans. IV-16 (9-14-06)) 
Truth: No scheduled witness says this in their statement. 
 
“Interestingly, in her statement, she tells the police,”I didn’t tell anybody about this.” 
(6 App. 990; Trans. IV-16 (9-14-06)) 
Truth: The Petitioner did not state this in her statement of July 20, 2001 and ADA William 
Kephart not only knew this was false, but he was completely disingenuous, because the 
prosecution’s trial strategy was to block the Petitioner’s alibi witnesses who she told “about 
this,” from testifying as to what she told them. 

 
“her friends, Dixie, all seem to be consistent about her cutting a man’s penis off.” 
(6 App. 990; Trans. IV-17 (9-14-06)) 
Truth: Dixie told the detectives in her statement that the man may not have been injured enough 
to require medical attention, and his biggest problem could be explaining what happened to his 
wife or girlfriend. The statements of the scheduled witnesses who talked with the Petitioner are 
consistent that Petitioner said she used her knife to defend herself against an attacker in Las 
Vegas, but they are not consistent about the injury. 
 
and that shortly after she moved in with her new boyfriend, who you’ll hear that she and he did 
methamphetamine quite often together 
(6 App. 990; Trans. IV-17 (9-14-06)) 
Truth: The Petitioner did not state in her statement of July 20, 2001, nor did any scheduled 
witnesses provide information that the Petitioner did methamphetamine with her new boyfriend 
shortly after she moved in with him.  The Petitioner did not move in with any new boyfriend until 
she left Panaca on July 9, 2001, and in his statement Doug Twining says they only smoked 
marijuana while Petitioner was in Las Vegas from July 9 to July 13. 
 
“Keep in mind she’s got a new boyfriend, she’s doing methamphetamine, she’s up in Panaca 
with her -- and she’s fighting with her mom.” 
(6 App. 990; Trans. IV-17 (9-14-06)) 
Truth: The Petitioner does not state in her statement, and there is no scheduled witness who 
states in their statement that the Petitioner was doing methamphetamine when she was up in 
Panaca or at any time from when the Petitioner returned home from Las Vegas on July 2, 2001 
until her arrest on July 20, 2001. Medical records of lab tests of her blood drawn on July 5 and 
her urine collected on July 7 were negative for methamphetamine. 
 
Dixie will tell you that her family covers for each other. 
(6 App. 991; Trans. IV-18 (9-14-06)) 
Truth: Dixie Tienken did not state this in her statement. 
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“she told Dixie she had gotten in her car bloody.” 
(6 App. 991; Trans. IV-19 (9-14-06)) 
Truth: Dixie Tienken did not say this in her statement. 
 
“Well, I’m not telling you anything other than what you’re gonna hear from the evidence, what 
you’re gonna hear from the stand, what people are gonna tell you, what they saw, what they 
heard when they testify to you.” 
(6 App. 991; Trans. IV-21 (9-14-06)) 
Truth: This statement is patently false because the prosecution and defense know that no 
scheduled witnesses were going to provide the information supporting more than two dozen 
opening statement claims by the prosecution, and that in some cases the expected testimony was 
contrary to the prosecution’s claims. Many of the prosecution’s opening statement claims were 
contrived out of thin air. 
 
tells Dixie that she was concerned about her vehicle being seen to the point where she wanted to 
leave it in Panaca, hide it, clean it up, possibly get it painted. 
(6 App. 991; Trans. IV-21 (9-14-06)) 
Truth: Dixie never says this in her statement, and denies during her testimony that she ever said 
these words to Laura Johnson.  These words belong to Laura Johnson, and are hearsay within 
hearsay.  The Petitioner does not state this in her statement of July 20, 2001 and no scheduled 
witness provides this information other than Laura Johnson including any of the witnesses that 
the Petitioner spoke to about the incident in which she defended herself against an attempted 
rape.  The Petitioner was not trying to “hide” her car as it was parked in front of her parents’ 
home and could easily be seen by anyone driving by. 
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More Than 250 Improper Prosecution Closing And Rebuttal Arguments That Kirstin 
Blaise Lobato’s Counsel Did Not Object To. 

State of Nevada v. Kirstin Blaise Lobato, C177394, District Court Clark County, Nevada 
 

The improper arguments were based on facts not in evidence, misstatements of evidence, 
improper opinion argument, disparaging the honesty and credibility of defense witnesses, 
expressing personal opinions, stating contradictory theories of the crime, misstating the law, 
conflating and confusing facts in evidence, drawing conclusions from speculative inferences, 
speculation, improper argument that it is the duty of the jury to find Kirstin Blaise Lobato guilty, 
misstatements of what constitutes reasonable doubt, stating personal opinions about the case as 
fact, and ADA William Kephart expressing his personal opinion that the Kirstin Blaise Lobato is 
guilty and the jurors should mark their ballots to convict her as he did. (When there is more than 
improper argument in a sentence, each error is underlined.) Because the Petitioner is referred to 
in the prosecution’s closing and rebuttal arguments as “Blaise,” for consistency that is how she is 
referred to throughout the document. 

 
 
ADA Sandra DiGiacomo improper closing arguments (123 total) 
 
“If you look at the phone records for Friday afternoon, it could also be that mom is home and 
she’s looking for Blaise calling Doug, calling the police, calling her father at work. Looking not 
for Doug, looking for her daughter.” 
(9 App. 1723; Trans. XIX 119 (10-5-06)) 
States four facts not in evidence and one speculation. There was no testimony that Becky Lobato 
called Doug on Friday, 7/6/01, or that she called anyone looking for the Blaise. 
 
 “On July 7, 2007 the defendant’s down in Las Vegas and mom doesn’t know where she’s at, so 
mom goes back to work on that Saturday”. 
(9 App. 1723; Trans. XIX 119-XIX 120 (10-5-06)) 
States two facts not in evidence. There was no testimony or evidence introduced that Blaise was 
in Las Vegas on July 7, 2001, or that her mom didn’t know where she was on July 7. 
 
 “So the State submits to you, ““because of the fact that the defendant was down there partying 
since 7/6”“, the night of 7/7, she says her attack occurred early morning hours, late evening – or 
late night hours, that it was sometime before sunup on July 8th that she killed Duran Bailey.” 
(9 App. 1723; Trans. XIX 121 (10-5-06)) 
States two facts not in evidence, and speculation. The prosecution did not introduce any evidence 
Blaise was in Las Vegas at any time on the July 6, 7, or 8, 2001. The state cannot submit 
anything during closing arguments or rebuttal. 
 
 “State submits to you, the reason there wasn’t a lot in the urine sample is ‘cause Blaise took off 
the day before, so she only completed part of the urine sample, when she was there the morning 
of the 6th or possibly in the afternoon of the 6th”. 
(9 App. 1723; Trans. XIX 120 (10-5-06)) 
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States two facts not in evidence. There was no evidence introduced that Blaise “took off the day 
before” or that Blaise “only completed part of the urine sample”. The state cannot submit 
anything during closing arguments or rebuttal. 
 
 “We know from the defense witness and Diane Parker that Duran Bailey had sold drugs before” 
(9 App. 1723; Trans. XIX 121 (10-5-06)) 
States three facts not in evidence and was a false statement. No defense witness testified that 
Duran Bailey sold drugs. Diann Parker did not testify that Duran Bailey sold drugs. 
 
 “This murder was committed by the defendant.” 
(9 App. 1723; Trans. XIX 121 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence and usurps the jury’s role as finders of fact. There was no evidence 
presented at trial to support this statement, and this statement usurps the jury’s role as the finder 
of fact 
 
 “liked to do drugs and she wanted to do it over and over again. She never had to buy drugs,” 
(9 App. 1724; Trans. XIX 122 (10-5-06)) 
Two misstatements of evidence and states facts not in evidence. She liked to do meth, not crack 
cocaine. There was no testimony presented the she “never had to buy drugs”. 
 
 “But she even tells the detectives, in Las Vegas I know where to get drugs”. 
(9 App. 1724; Trans. XIX 122 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence and misstates the evidence. There was no testimony to where she 
bought methamphetamine. DiGiacomo misleadingly conflates Bailey’s crack cocaine use and 
Blaise’s methamphetamine use as the same under the umbrella of “drugs”. There is no testimony 
that Blaise ever bought drugs from Duran Bailey. There is no evidence that Duran Bailey sold 
drugs. 
 
 “So she’s down there and somehow she comes into contact with Duran Bailey. And somehow 
they end up back at his place, the trash dumpster where he would stay sometimes on the 
weekend”. 
(9 App. 1724; Trans. XIX 122 (10-5-06)) 
States four facts not in evidence. There was no testimony that Blaise ever came into contact with 
Duran Bailey. There is no evidence that he lived at that trash dumpster on the weekends or any 
other time. 
 
 “State submits to you that what happened was “somehow” the defendant hooked up with Duran 
Bailey for drugs,” 
(9 App. 1724; Trans. XIX 122 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence. There was no testimony that Blaise ever came into contact with 
Duran Bailey. There is no evidence that Bailey ever sold any “drugs” and specifically 
methamphetamine. “Somehow” is impermissible because it is “pure speculation”. 
 
 “She stops and “somehow” she goes back to her car and she gets a bat”. 
(9 App. 1724; Trans. XIX 123 (10-5-06)) 
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States three facts not in evidence and speculation. There is no evidence or testimony presented 
that she stops. There is no evidence or testimony presented that she goes back to her car. There 
was no evidence or testimony presented that the baseball bat found in Blaise’s car ever came into 
contact with Duran Bailey or anyone else. “Somehow” is impermissible because it is “pure 
speculation”. 
 
she went back to the car and she got a bat and she came back, 
(9 App. 1724; Trans. XIX 123 (10-5-06)) 
Three speculations and States facts not in evidence. There was no evidence or testimony 
presented that she went back to the car. There was no evidence or testimony presented that she 
got a bat. There was no evidence or testimony presented that she came back. There was no 
evidence or testimony presented that the baseball bat found in Blaise’s car ever came into contact 
with Duran Bailey or anyone else. 
 
 “We know that she can knock over a guy that’s 6'6" from a punch in the mouth” 
(9 App. 1724; Trans. XIX 123 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence. DiGiacomo said this and Blaise’s counsel objected that it misstated 
testimony. The court sustained, but DiGiacomo said it again directly contrary to the court’s 
ruling. Blaise’s counsel did not object the second time she said it. 
 
“He goes down. The skull fracture occurs when he falls. And Doc Simms told you that the head 
trauma itself, the blunt force trauma to the head is gonna render him unconscious” 
(9 App. 1724; Trans. XIX 123-XIX124 (10-5-06)) 
Three misstatements of the evidence and speculation. ME Lary Simms testified that the head 
trauma occurred 2 hours prior to death, and the unconsciousness occurred due to the swelling. 
 
 “What did she do, stabs him a couple of times in the abdomen, makes sure he’s dead” 
(9 App. 1724; Trans. XIX 124 (10-5-06)) 
States three facts not in evidence and speculation. There is no witness statement, no 
corroborating eyewitness or medical evidence that whoever killed Bailey did this. 
 
 “was probably pulled by his right arm -- ‘cause it’s found like” 
(9 App. 1724; Trans. XIX 125 (10-5-06)) 
States fact not in evidence. There is no testimony of this from anyone in the trial, or in any 
statement. 
 
 “She gets in her car and she high tails it out of there and she gets back to Panaca,” 
(9 App. 1724; Trans. XIX 125 (10-5-06)) 
States fact not in evidence and speculation. There is no evidence or testimony presented of this 
from anyone in the trial, or in any statement. 
 
 “Defendant says that – to the police that I committed, I did this, but it was in a different area of 
town”. 
(9 App. 1724; Trans. XIX 125 (10-5-06)) 
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Four Misstatements of the evidence. There is nothing in her statement or the police report that 
says she said she murdered Duran Bailey or committed this crime. There was no evidence or 
testimony presented that Blaise said this. 
 
 “If it did, why on July 18 are they - with Dixie are they checking the Internet then”? 
(9 App. 1725; Trans. XIX 126 (10-5-06)) 
Two misstatements of the evidence. They didn’t check the internet on July 18. That was the day 
Dixie talked to Laura Johnson, not the day Blaise was at Dixie’s house. 
 
 “Why was she going to the Y to get a paper right after she talked to Laura if it wasn’t recent? 
Why would she want that day’s paper”? 
(9 App. 1725; Trans. XIX 126 (10-5-06)) 
Two misstatements of the evidence. Dixie testified that she got the paper every day. 
 
And think about too, Dixie made clear, as the one thing she definitely made clear when she was 
on the stand, when she talked to the defendant on July 18th 
(9 App. 1725; Trans. XIX 127 (10-5-06)) 
Three misstatements of the evidence. Dixie did not testify that she talked to the Blaise on the 
18th. The 18th is the day Dixie talked to Laura Johnson. 
 
 “She knew the area where this crime occurred”, 
(9 App. 1725; Trans. XIX 128 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence and speculation. There is no evidence or testimony presented regarding 
this. Steve Pzyskowski said his route included that zip code. He did not say that Blaise knew the 
area. 
 
PG 001725 - XIX 128 Line 24 
“She still has this anger 12 years later, 13 years later” 
(9 App. 1725; Trans. XIX 128 (10-5-06)) 
States fact not in evidence and speculation. There was no expert psychological testimony 
presented that Blaise has anger against anyone. 
 
 “She has some deep seeded issues and anger, not only from this”, 
(9 App. 1725; Trans. XIX 129 (10-5-06)) 
States three facts not in evidence and speculation. There was no expert psychological testimony 
presented that Blaise has anger against anyone, or has deep seeded (seated) issues. 
 
 “It’s very clear the defendant’s someone who committed this murder”. 
(9 App. 1725; Trans. XIX 129 (10-5-06)) 
Speculation and states facts not in evidence. How is this clear? There was no evidence or 
testimony presented at trial that Blaise was even in Clark County, much less Las Vegas at any 
time on July 8, 2001. 
 
 “No proof of any prior attack”. 
(9 App. 1725; Trans. XIX 129 (10-5-06)) 
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Improper argument and the State was trying to benefit from their objection to admittance of the 
evidence of a “prior attack”. There was no evidence presented at trial because the State objected 
to Blaise’s alibi witnesses who have evidence of the “prior attack” and Det. Thowsen perjured 
himself that he conducted an investigation at the Budget Suites on Boulder Highway, and of 
NRS 629.041 reports, hospital personnel and urologists for persons with a slashed or severed 
penis. The state wanted to have their cake and eat it too. 
 
 “She knew she killed her victim”. 
(9 App. 1725; Trans. XIX 129 (10-5-06)) 
States two facts not in evidence and speculation. This was not in Blaise’s statement or the 
testimony of anyone she talked with. 
 
 
“She’s gonna have to minimize when she wants to get this off her chest” 
(9 App. 1725; Trans. XIX 129 (10-5-06)) 
States two facts not in evidence and speculation. There is no expert testimony from any specially 
trained psychology expert that says Blaise minimized anything about the incident described in 
her statement, or that she wanted “to get this off her chest”. 
 
 “So what is she gonna do to do that? She’s gonna minimize. She’s gonna make the listener have 
some sympathy for her”. 
(9 App. 1725; Trans. XIX 129 (10-5-06)) 
States three facts not in evidence and speculation. There is no testimony from any specially 
trained psychology expert that says Blaise minimized anything about the incident described in 
her statement. This testimony came from Det. Thowsen who is not qualified as an expert. 
 
 “In order for Blaise to talk about this and start to get it off her chest, like she did with even 
Michele Austria, she’s gotta minimize her own actions”. 
(9 App. 1726; Trans. XIX 130 (10-5-06)) 
States three facts not in evidence. There is no expert testimony from any specially trained 
psychology expert that says Blaise minimized anything about the incident described in her 
statement. This testimony came from Det. Thowsen who is not qualified as an expert. 
 
 “And Detective Thowsen told you that’s very common even when giving confessions”. 
(9 App. 1726; Trans. XIX 130 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence, Irrelevant. There is no expert testimony from any specially trained 
psychology expert that Blaise’s statement WAS NOT a description of an attempted sexual 
assault “over a month ago” at the Budget Suites on Boulder Highway.  Blaise did not give a 
confession. 
 
 “And she’s leaving her car behind because she doesn’t want it to be seen”. 
(9 App. 1726; Trans. XIX 131 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence and speculation. Trial testimony was Blaise’s car was parked on the 
street in front of her parents’ house in plain view continuously from July 2, 2001 until seized by 
the LVMPD on July 20, 2001. 
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 “she’s going to Doug’s for the weekend”, 
(9 App. 1726; Trans. XIX 131 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence and speculation. There was no evidence or testimony to this at trial. 
 
 “Now on July 14th and 15th, that’s probably when the defendant went four-wheeling with 
Michele and got the injuries to her abdomen”. 
(9 App. 1726; Trans. XIX 131 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence and speculation. There was no evidence or testimony to this at trial. 
 
 “So her conversation with Michele, even though she says it was before July 4th, it had to have 
been after the 13th”. 
(9 App. 1726; Trans. XIX 132 (10-5-06)) 
This misstates the evidence and speculation. Disparaging honesty of witness.  Michele Austria 
testified that her conversation with Blaise took place prior to July 4th.  The state cannot change 
the testimony of a witness. 
 
 “Now Dixie, keep in mind she wasn’t a prosecution witness” 
(9 App. 1726; Trans. XIX 133 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the truth. Dixie was subpoenaed by the prosecution and testified as a prosecution 
witness. 
 
“She goes to Dixie and she tells her that it was on a hotel street just west of I-15. 
(9 App. 1726; Trans. XIX 133 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence. Dixie said Blaise told her a hotel street, but not east or west. I-15 is not 
mentioned at all. 
 
 “… defendant said, smelled like old socks that hadn’t been washed in two weeks”. 
(9 App. 1726; Trans. XIX 133 (10-5-06)) 
Two misstatements of the evidence. These words are not in Blaise’s statement or the police 
report. Those are Detective Thowsen’s words used in his testimony. (PG XIII-75 line 20-21) 
 
 “But there are a few points that Dixie was trying to minimize”. 
(9 App. 1727; Trans. XIX 134 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence. There was no expert testimony that Dixie was minimizing. 
 
 “July 21”, this is when Becky starts creating this alibi”. 
(9 App. 1727; Trans. XIX 136 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence and disparages honesty of witness. There is no testimony that Becky 
created an alibi. This directly disparaged Becky’s honesty without any evidence presented that it 
was true.   
 
 “Keep in mind that the only people that really see Blaise between July 5th and July 8th are related 
to her”. 
(9 App. 1727; Trans. XIX 137 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence. Michele Austria testified that she saw Blaise on July 7th and Chris 
Carrington testified he saw Blaise on July 6th and 7th. 
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 “And then you have John Kraft. John and Ashley and her father are all new. They did not testify 
previously. The come in here and they say that she was there the morning of July 8 at 7:00 a.m. 
That’s new”. 
(9 App. 1727; Trans. XIX 137 (10-5-06)) 
Improper argument. Denigrates the credibility of witnesses. The state could have subpoenaed 
them, but the state has never interviewed them. Ashley Lobato, Larry Lobato and John Kraft 
were not called to testify at the first trial. John Kraft was not interviewed prior to the first trial. A 
witness has no control over whether they are interviewed or called as a witness. The State was 
suggesting they were not truthful in their testimony during Blaise’s second trial because they 
were not called as witnesses in her first trial. 
 
 “That car was moved”. 
(9 App. 1727; Trans. XIX 137 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence and contrary to evidence. All testimony presented at trial was that no 
one saw it moved. 
 
 “Now these are the two things that the State has to prove. We have to prove every material 
element of the offense as charged and what crime was committed, and we also have to tell you 
who committed it”. 
(9 App. 1727; Trans. XIX 137 (10-5-06)) 
Two misstatements of the law. The States burden of proof is that they must PROVE every 
material element “beyond a reasonable doubt” and PROVE who committed the crime, not tell 
the jury who committed the crime. It is up to the jury to determine if the defendant committed 
the crime, not for the prosecution to tell them. The state has to prove every material element 
beyond a reasonable doubt and one of those elements is that the defendant committed the crime. 
 
 “somebody fleeing the scene. That can be viewed, if you interpret it that was, as consciousness 
of guilt. Somebody who has just been attacked and reacting in self defense doesn’t normally flee 
the scene”.  
(9 App. 1728; Trans. XIX 138 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence and improper opinion argument. There was no expert testimony 
about the actions of a person who has been sexually assaulted and is able to get away from their 
attacker. 
 
“She told the detectives that she drove off because she didn’t think anyone would care. It wasn’t 
because she was afraid of her attacker, it was because she didn’t think anyone would care.”  
(9 App. 1728; Trans. XIX 139 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence and improper opinion argument. In answering the question from the 
Detective: Did you use anything to cover him, Blaise said “No, ‘cause I figured nobody would 
know, you know nobody was around, nobody cared so I figured nobody would care if I just 
drove off. I didn’t think anybody would miss somebody like that. There was no expert 
psychology testimony that Blaise’s motive or reason for leaving wasn’t because she was afraid. 
 
“She knew that there was no fear about her attacker seeing her because she knew that he was 
dead”.  
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(9 App. 1728; Trans. XIX 139 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence and States facts not in evidence. She said he was alive and crying when 
she left the scene. 
 
 “She ditched the car, she got rid of the evidence, she got rid of the clothes she was wearing that 
she said had blood on them, she  
got rid of the knife that she used.” 
(9 App. 1728; Trans. XIX 139 (10-5-06)) 
Three misstatements of the evidence and two statements of facts not in evidence. Blaise didn’t 
“ditch the car,” she drove it to her ex-boyfriend Jeremy Davis’ house and left it there for a few 
days before picking it up. Blaise does not say in her Statement that she ditched her clothes, that 
she had blood on her clothes, or that “she got rid of the knife.” Steve Pyszkowski testified he saw 
her with her butterfly knife when she stayed at his house in June 2001. (PG 1086 VI – 17 Line 
17-24 and PG 1087 VI – 18 Line 1-17) 
 
“Why leaving a note for Jeremy that says that “I’ve gotta leave” 
(9 App. 1728; Trans. XIX 139 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence. Jeremy Davis testified there was a note saying that she had to leave here 
car here and that she’d be back to get it. (Pg 1122 VI – 154 Line 11-12) 
 
“That injury right there to the carotid artery, that was calculated”. 
(9 App. 1728; Trans. XIX 140 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence. Simms testified that it was a directed violent injury. There is no 
testimony that Blaise had any medical knowledge or training to make a “directed” wound to any 
person’s carotid artery.  
 
defines first degree murder, second degree murder etc… But says that the State only has to prove 
3 things beyond a reasonable doubt,  
(9 App. 1728; Trans. XIX 140 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the law. Misstates the essential elements that the State has to prove, including that the 
State must prove the defendant did it beyond a reasonable doubt. 
 
 “She wounded him with the stab to the scrotum when she knocked him vulnerable”. 
(9 App. 1728; Trans. XIX 141 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence and contradictory theory of the crime. This conflicts with the 
prosecution’s theory that the wound to the scrotum was the first wound, and there was no 
testimony that Bailey was “knocked vulnerable”. 
 
 “It doesn’t matter what the motive was or if it was sexually motivated, it doesn’t. If you 
penetrate a sexual organ after the person’s dead, however slight, you’re guilty of the crime.” 
(9 App. 1729; Trans. XIX 143 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the law. A defendant’s intent to sexually penetrate a dead person’s rectum is an 
element of the crime, but the motive is irrelevant. Legislative intent is the law was to criminalize 
anything that would be considered a sexual assault on a live body to also be against the law when 
perpetrated on a dead body. Slashing the rectum of an individual would never been considered a 
sexual assault. 
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 “No, all it means is there was no evidence found at the scene that she left behind that’s 
physically tied to her. Her DNA is not at the scene”. 
(9 App. 1729; Trans. XIX 143 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence. The only expert testimony at trial by Brent Turvey is it is principal of 
forensic science that all contact leaves evidence so it is not possible for Bailey’s killer to leave 
no trace of evidence at the scene. 
 
 “It’s very possible there were other people in and out of that dumpster and that they could’ve 
stepped in the blood that was wet in the back and left it”. 
(9 App. 1729; Trans. XIX 145 (10-5-06)) 
Three misstatements of the evidence. All of the pools of blood were covered. A person entering 
the trash enclosure after Bailey was murdered would have had to remove all the trash covering 
the blood, step in the blood, and then replace the trash. But there was no evidence at trial to 
prove or even suggest that happened. The only testimony was Richard Shott was in the trash 
enclosure before the police arrived.  
 
 “She told us she did”,  
(9 App. 1730; Trans. XIX 146 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence. She did not ‘tell us she did it”. Nowhere in Blaise’s statement does 
she confess to the murder of Bailey or his post-mortem mutilation. 
  
 “it would just confirm yes, she was there”.  
(9 App. 1730; Trans. XIX 146 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence. There was no evidence introduced at trial Blaise was at the crime 
scene, so that was nothing to ‘confirm”. 
 
PG 001730 - XIX 146 line 2-3 
“It does not exclude her”. 
Misstates the evidence.  All of the physical evidence tested in the case excludes Blaise as 
involved in Bailey’s murder. Her fingerprints and DNA were not found at the crime scene and 
none of Bailey’s DNA was found in her car or on any personal items of hers. 
 
 “It would’ve been nice to have her DNA there, but we don’t need it because we know she was 
there because she told us she was there”. 
(9 App. 1730; Trans. XIX 146 (10-5-06)) 
Two statements of facts not in evidence. There was no evidence introduce at trial that Blaise 
“told us she was there”. There was no evidence introduced at trial proving “she was there”. 
 
 “It’s impossible to snip the carotid artery without taking out half the neck”. 
(9 App. 1730; Trans. XIX 146 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence. Dr. Michael Laufer’s expert medical testimony is that if the scissors were 
inserted partially open, it is possible (Pg 1441 XIV 98 line 9-12 and Pg 1441 XIV 99 line 6-22). 
 
 “You do have physical evidence that links the defendant to that crime scene. You have it with 
her car. The positive luminol test and the positive phenolphthalein test tell you there was blood 
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in that car. And it wasn’t a false positive because you heard Dan Ford and you heard Louise 
Renhard testify that it causes a flashing, kind of like a sparkle when you get a false positive, not 
like what you got on this car door”. 
(9 App. 1730; Trans. XIX 147 (10-5-06)) 
Four statements of facts not in evidence and misstates the evidence. The confirmatory DNA tests 
scientifically prove that the luminol and phenolphthalein tests did not return positive results for 
blood, bur for one or more of the many natural and man-made substances that can cause a 
positive reaction. Presumptive tests can only suggest there might be blood present. Confirmatory 
tests are what prove that it is blood.  
 
 “That does give you some physical evidence that links her to the crime, that's blood.” 
(9 App. 1730; Trans. XIX 148 (10-5-06)) 
Two statements of facts not in evidence. The testimony was the confirmatory tests were all 
negative for blood, so there was no blood, and the non-existent blood did not constitute “physical 
evidence.” 
 
 “She knew the street location, she knew the area where the crime was committed when she told 
Dixie”. 
(9 App. 1730; Trans. XIX 148 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence and States facts not evidence. Dixie testified Blaise described it as near as 
street with a hotel name. There was no testimony by Dixie that Blaise “knew the area where the 
crime was committed”. 
 
 “She knew what major injury that this victim had” 
(9 App. 1730; Trans. XIX 149 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence. Bailey’s major injury and cause of death was associated with his 
head fracture. Bailey’s other major injury contributing to his cause of death was his severed 
carotid artery. He also had an injury to his liver, and other injuries to his face and abdomen and 
his hands. Blaise never mentions any of these injuries in her statement or to any other person or 
to the police when describing the sexual assault she fought off.  
 
 “She knew that somebody had tried to move that body” 
(9 App. 1730; Trans. XIX 149 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence. Blaise said her attacker was alive and “crying” when she left. Since 
he was alive there was no body for her to “move”. 
 
 “And the only person -- and think about too, she knew what the dumpster enclosure looked like. 
When she got to that jail cell at CCDC when she’s being booked in, she’s like yeah, it was just 
like this except for I could see through the roof.” 
(9 App. 1730; Trans. XIX 149 (10-5-06)) 
States two facts not in evidence. Blaise never said she knew what the dumpster enclosure looked 
like and she didn’t say “it was just like this.” She didn’t describe the wire mesh “ceiling” directly 
above one’s head, she didn’t describe the block walls, she didn’t describe the concrete curb 
around the base of the enclosure, she didn’t describe the steel doors and she didn’t describe the 
dumpster you have to go around to get into the back of the trash enclosure. 
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 “The only way she was able to describe the place, the body, the injuries, the you know, where it 
happened, how it looked, the only way she knew that, ‘cause she was there.  
(9 App. 1731; Trans. XIX 150 (10-5-06)) 
Six statements of facts not in evidence. Misstates the facts in evidence. There is nothing in 
evidence that says that Blaise described any of these items. Additionally, the “how it looked” 
part misstates the evidence in the officer’s report. The detective didn’t say she said “looked like” 
- in the officer’s report by LaRochelle it reads “While at CCDC, Lobato told Detective Thowsen 
and I that the incident occurred in a enclosed area similar to the jail cell, but smaller”. Later 
added to the report were the words ‘did not have covering” that excludes the Nevada State 
Bank’s trash enclosure, because of it’s most distinctive feature is the wire mesh “covering” 
directly above one’s head when standing in it. 
 
 
ADA William Kephart’s improper closing arguments  (130 total) 
 
 “They spent $12,000 on an expert to come in here and tell us what we already knew”.  
(9 App. 1740; Trans. XIX 186 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the facts and improper argument. Brent Turvey testified that he was paid less than 
$7,500. Improper to disparage a witness for the defense. They are in effect telling the jury that 
the defense spent money on a witness for no good reason. That he was a hired gun for the 
defense.  
 
 “But we have her words, ladies and gentlemen, her words…. We’re here because of her mouth, 
because of what she said. There’s no one else, you heard no one else has said anything about 
cutting a man’s penis off in the same vicinity and same time when—from her—other than her”. 
(9 App. 1740; Trans. XIX 186 (10-5-06)) 
Two statements of facts not in evidence and contrary to the evidence presented at trial. Blaise’s 
statement specifically identifies she was assaulted at the Budget Suites on Boulder Highway – 
which is eight miles east of the Nevada State Bank, and she identifies it happened over a month 
prior to her July 20, 2001 statement.  
 
 “And didn’t talk about Dixie at all, except for the fact, the one time when Dixie came in here 
and changed her story about what was said about how big this man was. It was never said before, 
never heard before until she comes in here after the defense had provided her with an autopsy 
report, and they had the audacity to ask her whether or not the State has rehearsed the statements 
with her”. 
(9 App. 1740; Trans. XIX 186 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence. Dixie testified she told the police detectives that interviewed her about 
the size of the person who attacked Blaise, but they did not tape that part of her statement. 
 
 “Sometimes it gets pretty offensive, ladies and gentlemen, when we’re in a situation what we 
have, what we gotta deal with. We’re dealing with the evidence that is presented to us and we’re 
presenting it to you. Do you think for a minute that if we wouldn’t have tested any of those items 
that we’d be in here, be applauded? ‘Cause what they’d be saying is just what they argued here, 
isn’t it possible that if you would’ve tested those items it would’ve came back that our client 
didn’t touch this item or didn’t leave more hair or anything? And they want to -- and there he is 
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in the same type of argument and throwing it against us and saying, you know what, possibility 
is not reasonable doubt -- or is reasonable doubt”.  
(9 App. 1740; Trans. XIX 187 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence and improper to make statements to the jury to elicit their sympathy. 
None of Blaise’s hair was found at the crime scene. 
 
 “Well, ladies and gentlemen, you have to completely throw out all of the statements that the 
defendant made, let alone her own statement and what she told other people”. 
(9 App. 1740; Trans. XIX 187 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence and improper argument. Blaise’s statement describes an assault that took 
place at a different location, weeks before Bailey’s murder and involved a dramatically different 
event. Here statements to other people were consistent with her police statement on July 20, 
2001. 
 
 “our experts were right out there, looked at it, took samples of the footprints, and says it was not 
blood” 
(9 App. 1740; Trans. XIX 188 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence. Louise Renhard testified portions of the blood was still damp. 
 
“…even though we had two tests, presumptive tests that said it’s blood”. 
(9 App. 1740; Trans. XIX 188 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence. Testimony at trial was that presumptive tests can only identify there is a 
possibility a substance might be blood. The confirmatory DNA tests proved there was no blood 
in her car. 
 
 “You know why they found that man to say that, is because they want you to believe that a 
person used scissors to kill him and not a knife”.  
(9 App. 1740; Trans. XIX 188 (10-5-06)) 
Improper argument, attacks the honesty and credibility of a defense witness and misstates the 
evidence. Kephart not only disparaged the honesty and credibility of a defense witness but also 
the honesty of Blaise’s counsel. Michael Laufer testified he didn’t determine scissors until he 
examined the photos of Bailey’s wounds. There was no testimony that Blaise’s counsel requested 
Laufer do anything improper. 
 
 “-- told -- testified before that one times that she remembered seeing the defendant and testified 
about the day on the 8th, in the afternoon on the 8th, she went to work that day. She never said 
anything about seeing her before she went to work, getting up and seeing her laying on the floor 
or laying on the futon or whatever. She went to work, saw her in the afternoon”. 
(9 App. 1741; Trans. XIX 190 (10-5-06)) 
Improper argument, disparages a defense witness and states facts not in evidence. A witness only 
answers what they are asked and there was no testimony that Becky Lobato was previously 
asked if she saw Blaise on the morning of July 8th. 
 
 “And for the first time -- and also we hear from Mr. Lobato. He comes in here and now he tells 
you that at 7 o’clock in the morning John, who we hear from the first time, came over and woke 
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me up and asked me on that particular day, when he was leaving a week later, to help out with 
checking with my family when I’m gone, the first time”. 
(9 App. 1741; Trans. XIX 190 (10-5-06)) 
Improper argument, disparages a defense witness and misstates the evidence. Mr. Lobato was 
subpoenaed during the first trial but not called as a witness. It is improper to attack the credibility 
of a witness during closing arguments. Regarding John Kraft, they are impinging the integrity of 
the witness for not being previously interviewed and subpoenaed. Also it is improper to attack 
the credibility of a witness during closing arguments.  
 
 “We’re talking about a methamphetamine addict that has problems with methamphetamine”, 
(9 App. 1741; Trans. XIX 191 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence. There was no testimony that Blaise was a methamphetamine addict. 
 
 “says she’s out of control”, 
(9 App. 1741; Trans. XIX 191 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence. Blaise does not state that in her statement and no expert testimony at trial 
provides this information.  
 
 
“She left, came back to Las Vegas, according to her statement, and spent three days on a binge”. 
(9 App. 1741; Trans. XIX 191 (10-5-06)) 
Three statements of facts not in evidence. Blaise did not say in her statement that she left Las 
Vegas, then came back to Las Vegas, and then spent three days on a binge. 
 
 “mom’s calling work, mom’s calling Doug, mom’s calling the sheriff’s department, for what she 
says in a previous statement -- previous testimony, looking for a truck”.  
(9 App. 1741; Trans. XIX 191 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence. Sheriff’s Department reported there was no record of a call by the 
Lobatos’. (See exhibit OO, James Aleman Affidavit.) 
 
 “Who’s talking about the dates of the 2nd? Who’s rehearsing what”? 
(9 App. 1742; Trans. XIX 194 (10-5-06)) 
Two statements of facts not in evidence and improper argument attacking the credibility of every 
defense witness who testified about seeing Blaise on July 2nd. There is no testimony regarding 
anyone rehearsing the date of “the 2nd”or any other testimony. Improper to attack the credibility 
of a witness during closing arguments. 
 
 “She went back to Las Vegas, ladies and gentlemen, and did exactly what she told the police, a 
three day binge. You have the 6th, 7th and 8th. And on the 8th day she killed Duran Bailey”. 
(9 App. 1742; Trans. XIX 194 (10-5-06)) 
Four statements of facts not in evidence. Blaise states in her statement that she was on a 14 day 
binge, and was up for 3 days preceding the attack, and there was no evidence Blaise was in Las 
Vegas on the 6th, 7th or 8th or tht she killed Duran Bailey. 
 
 “And he wants -- he knows she’s going down to Las Vegas to do methamphetamine. He knows 
what the lifestyle is himself. She’s going to Las Vegas to do that”.  
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(9 App. 1742; Trans. XIX 195 (10-5-06)) 
Two statements of facts not in evidence. There is no testimony from Larry Lobato that he knows 
Blaise is going down to Las Vegas to do methamphetamine. In fact Doug Twining’s testimony 
was he and Blaise did not do any meth from July 9 to 13. Larry Lobato testified that 
methamphetamine was available in Panaca from when his family moved there in the 1990s to the 
time of his testimony in October 2006.  
 
 “She’s going to Las Vegas to do that”. 
(9 App. 1742; Trans. XIX 195 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence. There is no testimony from anyone that Blaise was going to Las 
Vegas to do methamphetamine. In fact Doug Twining’s testimony was he and Blaise did not do 
any meth from July 9 to 13. 
 
 “She said I got the knife Christmas from my dad. This knife that she no longer has, that she just 
happened to get rid of this present from my dad.” 
(9 App. 1742; Trans. XIX 195 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence. Steve Pyszkowski testified he saw the knife in June 2001 
 
 “Ladies and gentlemen, she went there”, 
(9 App. 1742; Trans. XIX 196 (10-5-06)) 
States facts not in evidence. There is no testimony from anyone at trial that Blaise “went there”. 
 
 “she knew where her connects were, she knew where to get dope. And I’m not even telling you 
that Duran Bailey was selling her dope. But he knew that he -- he was known to sell dope in the 
past” 
(9 App. 1742; Trans. XIX 196 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence and states facts not in evidence. There is no testimony from anyone that 
Blaise did “dope”.  There is no testimony that Bailey was known to sell “dope”. There is no 
testimony that Bailey was a methamphetamine connection for Blaise. There is no testimony that 
Bailey ever sold methamphetamine. The prosecution is misleading the jury by lumping in all 
kinds of drugs into one kind called ‘dope”. 
 
 “and she is on her three day binge and she’s out looking” 
(9 App. 1742; Trans. XIX 196 (10-5-06)) 
Misstates the evidence and speculation. There is no testimony that the Blaise was on a 3-day 
binge during the time frame that Bailey was murdered and it is speculation that “she’s out 
looking.” Blaise states in her statement to the police that for 7 days before and 7 days after her 
attack she was on methamphetamine, and she had been up for the three days preceding the 
attack. 
 
 “She finds him, believability that she had met him before.” 
(9 App. 1742; Trans. XIX 196 (10-5-06)) 
Two statements of facts not in evidence There is no testimony that Blaise “finds Bailey” or that 
she ‘had met him before”. 
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